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By BRYAN ABAS
WASHINGTON. D.C. (CPS)

Things aren't so bright anymore.
In The federal government has cut its
part to prepare for the next round funding of college programs, many
of college money troubles, a major states have reduced their higher
college group has started a new education budgets, and tuition
war of words designed to make it campus' other major source of
easier for administrators to fire money
is expected to fall as the
tenured faculty members.
nationwide student population deThe change could also keep some clines over the next decade.
college teachers, worried about losSome predict as many as 200
ing their jobs, from discussing con- campuses will close before enrolltroversial topics in class, opponents ments begin to creep up again in

reasons that are hardly serious,
unusual or extreme," he says.
A substantial number of the
schools on the AAUP's list of "cen
sured" schools are there precisely
for laying off tenured faculty under
what the AAUP considered fraudulent declarations of financial emer-
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argues.

Washington, and the Brockport and
But AASCU s Reinhard says the
Buffalo campuses of the State Uni AAUP does require a campus-wid- e
versity of New York, among others. financial catastrophe before tenhave fired more than 100 tenured ured faculty can be laid off.
faculty members.
'Institutions are going to face
AAUP says firing is justified only (financial emergencies without it
when "an imminent financial crisis amounting to a financial catastro
Wow administrators want to threatens the survival of the insti- phe," he says.
change the definition to make iteas-i- er tution as a whole and cannot be
Reinhard says AASCU's broader:
to trim their payrolls if they get alleviated by less drastie meanst-- WefifliUosusrill give courts mart to

have been
able to fire tenured teachers only in
times of "financial exigency."
The courts, colleges and professors themselves traditionally have
followed the AAUP's definition of
just what "financial exigency" is.
Since 1940, colleges

...

X

gency.
Those schools include the University of Northern Colorado, California State University-Sonom- a
and
suggest
the University of Idaho.
.
the 1990s.
The change would "open the
Knight akcnowledges administraMore may close unless colleges
floodgates" to wholesale firings, are freer to cut their costs.
tors don't like the AAUP's failure
warns Jonathan Knight of the But the AAUP definition of when to recognize that one department
American Association of University they can cut costs by laying off such as a cooperative farm extenProfessors (AAUP).
teachers "has tied the hands of sion program that receives a sepaBut the American Association of institutions strugglng with declin- rate appropriation from the state
State Colleges and Universities ing or shifting enrollments, to the legislature, could get in trouble
(AASCU). in offering last week a detriment of educational quality," while the campus as a whole
new guideline for when colleges Reinhard argues.
thrives.
can fire tenured professors, said
Knight says he does not consider
Even without the change, many
colleges need more flexibility in tenured teachers lost their jobs that a flaw in the definition. "Unihiring and firing if they're to sur- during the last recession.
versities are not run so that every
vive the next decade of declining
Since 1982, Temple, Northern tub floats on its own bottom," he
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into money trouble.
approaches
"AAUP
the issue
.from the standpoint of the faculty,"
'notes Alan Ostar, AASCU's president "We believe that the dialogue
on governance needs an additional
perspective."
The AAUP definition inappropriately is. "held up as the gospel,"
adds Horehead State University
.

:

.argues that a financial
emergency exists when circumstances "threaten to impair an
institution's ability to provide high
educational quality and individual
opportunity."
The AAUP thinks the broader
ASCU guideline would let just
e
campuses in
about all
the U.S. fire professors today.
President Herb Reinhard Jr.,
"I don't know of any institution
chairman of the AASCU panel that that cannot plausibly argue that it
drafted the new definition.
has some difficulties maintaining
"The AAUP definition was writ- high educational quality," Knight
ten at a time when things were asserts.
bright. (financially)," Reinhard
"This definition would allow
says.-broad revocations of tenure for
AASCU

3000-som-

--

The College of Wooster Friday 4nmMitAn Pmrrim: Standard
honored John D. Reinheimer, pro OH of Ohio and the Camille and
cessor of ehemistry, who is retiring Henry Dreyfus Foundation.
fen May after 37 years of service to
nf Prof. Reinheimers
khe college. During the celebration. former senior Independent study
iMa mnk at an nonorirv din
attended by more than 100 people
from all parts of the country, the ner after the dedication and gave
u
department dedicated the recently testimony to ine impact ne
Folacquired JEOL
nuclear their scientific development
magnetic resonance spectrometer lowing the dinner, the group heard
ulty.
and the John D. Reinheimer Instru a lecture oy rrw. j. a. vcrig u u
"A definition like his encourages ment Room where the new instru- University of California at Santa
hinilater rather than collegial ac ment is housed.
fnrmvrlv nf Smith- &j i umi m . fiMt
stu-- J
tion," Knight suggests.
Reinheimer's
of
one
pos
was
spectrometer
was
The
ville.
made
Continued on Page 13
sible by grants from the National dents.
Scienee Foundation Chemical In- -

.
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sent its first delegation to the
Harvard National Model United
Nations. A four-da- y
simulation of
the United Nations, the conference
gave students a chance to discuss
and debate various topics ranging
from population control to nuclear
proliferation. Delegates from about
100 colleges from across the country were present each college portraying the role of one or two
n
team
countries. The
from Wooster represented Iceland
in six different General Assembly
Committees.
During first semester, a number
of model-Uactivities had been
planned on campus. The model-Uis a part of the debate club, headed
by Dr. Peter Roff. Due to organizational difficulties and a lack of
interested participants, only, a
were held. Two . weeks
before, the trip, it looked as if
Wooster would be unable to muster
a team. However, a heroic last
minute effort was made, and a
group was assembled, consisting of
anyone who could give a firm
commitment to go. As the arrangements were finalized, the delegates
ster

.

eight-perso-

N

N

few-sessio-
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ns

spent unbelievable amounts of time course, each delegate had to fairly

carefully researchng their topic represent the position and Interests

areas. The team consisted of sen
iors David Baronov and Steve
Clement, and freshmen Richard
Crouse, Marideth Fields, Emico
Furuya, Rich Leonard, Dave
Thompson, and Rebecca Young.
Thursday morning the team flew
to Boston. The majority .pf the
conference took place in the new
Boston Marriott where the dele
gates also stayed, though Friday's
meetings were held on the Harvard
campus itself, in Cambridge. Food,
transportation, and lodging were
provided by the College of Wooster.
There were six General Assembly
Committees on which the students
sat each assigned to discuss two
topics of international significance.
The political and security committee tried to formulate solutions to
the Persian Gulf shipping crisis
and the situation in Namibia. About
seven hours a day were spent in
committee, though there was am- for sightseeing, sociauz- &leg. time
and relaxing.
The goal of each committee was
to write an acceptable resolution,
or segment or policy, which ad
dressed the problem in question. Of
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Students Attend Model U.N. Meeting
By RICHARD M. CROUSE
On Feb. 21, the College of Woo-

;

(consider when bearing lawsuits
(from laid-of- f
tenured faculty mem
bers.
In some cases, institutions that
tried to make reallocations and
(phase out programs were blocked
by a court that had only the AAUP
definition of financial emergency
pefore it" he says.
Knight predicts institutions that
.dopt the AASCU definition of finan
cial emergency will antagonize fac-

of the country be or she represent
ed. There were about 60 people in

m

Sex Book Shakes Univ.

GAINESVILLE, FL. (CPS -- fraternity president said the handeach committee. Thus Wooster, University
of Florida officials have book is not an official publication of
portraying Iceland, played a fairly

suspended a fraternity and are likeminor role in most of the negotia ly
to probe all the fraternity "little
tions. Parliamentary procedure sister"
programs on campus after
was strictly observed. Much time)
was spent in formal debate, though one house started selling a raunchy
to students.
there were frequent caucusing peri handbook
names certain
handbook
The
ods, in which informal discussions
students, and recommends
and negotiations took place. Even female
many beers it takes to persuade
tually, countries gathered support how
interthem
and submitted resolutions to the course.to engage in sexual
'
floor which were discussed, scruti
Put out by the Beta Theta Pi house
nized, amended, defended, and at
offered for $2 a copy, the book
tacked. Out of this process evolved and
also
outlines the sexual escapades of
a resolution which was most acceptable to the largest numbers of members.
The fraternity says the book was
countries. Finally, the resolutions intended
as a joke, but university adwhich passed through the commit
amused.
tee came before the Plenary Ses ministrators aren't
"Whether it was meant as a joke
sion, held on Sunday. Most but not
Lampoon, we dont
all. passed, representing the "offl--l or as a National
says assistant student
cial" positions on the various topics find it funny,"Thomas
Dougan.
affairs Dean
of this model United Nations.
inappropriate."
extremely
is
"It
As a member of the disarmament
The booklet also calls some
committee. I learned a number of students
niggers and pointy
things about international relations heads," "sand
and
makes
'
at this conference. First I was
to others.
amazed at how truly powerless and references
the.
In a prepared
"

anti-semit-

ie

statement

.

and is not condoned by the fraternity.
The handbook is "in poor taste," ,
says Thomas Beyer of the national
Beta Theta Pi organization.
National fraternity officials can't
recall seeing similar handbooks at
other schools.
But the head of a group monitoring
fraternity hazing practices says she
has been told of "dozens and
dozens" of similar publications.
"I'm hearing more and more of
this type of thing," says Eileen
-

Stevens of Say ville, N.Y.. who founded the. Committee to Halt Useless
College Killings after her son was
killed in a fraternity initiation ritual.
But Stevens says, this is the first
time one has been sold publicly.
"In most cases, these things never
see the light of day because the girls

are ' embarrassed the members
don't talk about it publicly and there
is a secretive shroud covering what
goes on at individual chapters." she
Continued on Page u
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Lexers fe vtie Idiflor
Next month the faculty is going to decide whether
the College should change the grading scale for I.S.
The proposal is to go from the Honors, Good, Satisfactory. No Credit system to an A through NC scale. The
grade a senior receives on her or his I.S. will then be
counted two times into the person's G.P.A., once for

each semester.

I hope that at the faculty meeting next month, this
proposal is voted down.
Since it was instituted by President Lowry, the
mandatory independent study program has been one of
the strongest academic trademarks at the College. It is
not only credited with being an asset to the education
program, but has also helped students get jobs after
graduation, and can be claimed as a reason Wooster
ranks so highly for its number of students getting
doctorates after receiving their B.A. here.
The grading system now in use separates I.S. from
other courses students take during their four year
tenure at the College. On a transcript it stands out as
being different, as well it should. I do not believe that
letter grades will increase the motivation a student has
to do well on I.S. Ask any senior right now whether or
not they care if their I.S. is graded by letter system or
I'm sure the apathetic response
the present system
will be the overwhelming winner. The motivation for
most seniors is passing I.S. and graduating from this
school.
But another question arises. Should we have so
much emphasis on grades and the Grade Point
Average? One of the basic arguments for the Liberal
Arts is that it teaches students how to learn and think
on their own. The true reward a student should gain
from the College of Wooster is the knowlede gamed
from courses and the ability to further enhance that
knowledge. Grades take the emphasis away from
learning for learning's sake and direct motivation
towards getting the highest G.P.A. or highest class
rank. While the student may have this motivation in
order to become "successful," unless he or she can
think, their success will only be an illusion. If by senior
year the student still has this as a priority over
knowledge, then most likely it is the fault of the
institution.

Ian M. Fried

gone

on

looks
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Concern is Laughable
of anyone else. It is my feeling that
most groups affected- oy tne su-

Dear Editor:
Your concern for civil liberties is
expressed in your editorial of 22
February is commendable. Were
you not seemingly sincere, the
depths to which you take this concern would also be laughable.

-

preme Court's equal access ruling
are of a similar nature, i ao not see
anv strong negative effect stem
ming from this ruling.
And let us expand our definition
of religion to "ultimate concern."
Under this definition, any organization expressing a common goal
could be classified a "religious
organization." The schools themselves could Declassed as religious
organizations. Should we thus ren--dthe school buildings unused?
What a waste of taxpayers' money!
And who is to decide which organizations are religious and which are
not? I can think of no person with
sufficient widsom. Why not just
open the buildings to all interested
parties?
And suppose the Satanists or
whoever decide to assert their
rights and hold meetings on public
property. Good! As far as I know,
the members of thse groups pay
taxes too. We all share the same
civil rights. Equal access means
equal access. As long
just that
as school administrators regulate
the use of their facilities responsibly, there should be no problem.
Secular groups currently using public facilities are underrestrictions
to do so responsibly. Equal access
does not create any new danger to
school property.
Mr. Priest, I am glad that you
are concerned abut civil liberties. I
am not. however, impressed by your
reasoning. I also do not tavor your
expressed desire to deny others of
specific equal a Denies oetore tne
law. Rights of peaceable assembly,
free nractice of religion, free
sneech. and due orocess of law are
specifically guaranteed to all citi
zens of the united sues, mere is
no clause anywhere in our Constitution that would oermit discrimina
tion on the basis of an individual's
religious beliefs. I know of no
reasonable nrecedent for denying
equal rights to organizations on the
basis of the philosophies that they
exoress. with the excention of or-ganizations promoting illegal
changes in tne American government Equal access can only make
America more free, not less.

Opening public school buildingse-quall- y
for secular and religious
organizations is only reasonable
under the Constitution of the United

States. I cannot forsee this practice
as being part of the "foundations
for ... state mandated religious ...
education," and I believe that you
do yourself a great disservice by
thinking so.
Public school buildings are just
that public. They are constructed with money taken equally from
taxpayers. There is no special tax
rate, citizenship status, or other
inequality before the law accorded
on the basis of religious beliefs.
Why should public buildings have
such an inequality attached to their
use? There is no precedent for this
in the Constitution. Separation of
church and state means separa-tion,ndenial.
You state that "religious organizations already have a place in
which to meet" This is a gross
overgeneralization, suggesting a serious dearth of awareness on your
part We are not dealing with
organized churches trying to hold
meetings during school hours. We
are dealing with student groups,
not affiliated with any single
church, that wish to meet for a few
minutes or an hour immediately
before or after school hours. We
are dealing with newly formed
churches that do not have the
financial base with which to obtain
a building for weekend meetings.
We are not dealing with organizations that would interfere with
school activities. We are dealing
with public access to otherwise
unused public facilities, being of
fered on an equal basis to au
organizations. This can only be
thought of as reasonable. Under
previous law. a group of my
friends, not affiliated with a specific church, were denied the right to
assemble before school hours for a
time of morning devotions. They
were not attempting to establish
state religion, proselytize anybody,
or interfere With the civil liberties
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tion.

It has been rumored that this
assistant professor is not being retained at the end of this semester.
The void that will be left by his
absence from this campus will not
be easily filled. My concern is about
the loss of an educator of the highest
level, Mr. Robert Behrm an.
Last'' semester in one of his
classes, he assigned a 20 page paper
with an informal rough draft due in 5
weeks. Immediately 5 or 6 students
dropped the class and I feel sorry for
these students, for they missed a
writing lesson that is due every College of Wooster student Asst. Prof.
Behrm an analyzed the compreshen-sio- n
and grammar of each rough
draft meticulously. He then had the
25 or so rough drafts, each numbering over 15 hand written pages,
returned to his students within 10
days. The comments and corrections he had written on each rough
draft was intensive and insightful
often Including six: or seven parts.
What we must, remember is .that
Asst. Prof. Behrm an required a
rough draft knowing he would have
to read all these long papers again. I
would hazard to guess that Asst.
Prof. Behrm an read and corrected
more pages last semester than the
reading and writing center because
this example includes only one
paper in one class and there were
many more papers he 'assigned
throughout the semester in all of his
classes. Asst. Prof. Behrm an is an example of an educator who sincerely
wishes to improve the abilities of all
the students he comes in contact
with. Is there not some way this
dedication and talent can be retained for further use by the College of
Wooster and it's students.
Thank You
A Student

In Need of Good Profs

Sincerely,
1 have a class with this Prof, and
Tobias H. Magan do not wish to divulge my name.

does Haram bee House isolate
themselves from the rest of the
College community? can perhaps
be answered with another question,
"Who is really isolating themselves
from whom?" Harembee House
provides a vital service to the
College of Wooster campus by providing unity and support for its
members, but also equally vital if
it Ideally allows the majority sector
of the campus, whites, a chance to
interact with and learn from this
important minority. I say ideally
because, as a member of the majority on campus, many of us have
isolated ourselves by wallowing in
the comfort of being a part of this
majority. I don't think this is a
conscious decision on our part but
rather a subtle, ingrained -- action
which we've been accustomed to in
our daily lives. By this I mean
whites have never had to ana.lyze
their own actions and personal
"A que"stiOh"whrch'manytitebpIe'on
campus this year have asked. Why roles in relation to the rest of
!

anti-soci- al

L
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ISOLATION
Dear Editor:
rnnsider the following scenario.
A group of Wooster male students.
let's label them uruop a, aeciae to
live together in a campus house
because of similar interests and
mutual appreciation of each others
friendship and camaraderie. This
request is granted by the College
and accepted by the student body.
Another group of Wooster students.
Group B, decide to live together for
the very same reasons, but because
they are Black, suddenly become
accused of practicing "isolationby
ism" and are deemed
other members of the student body.
His disturbing opinion, that Haram-be- e
House has a more negative
effect on student life at Wooster
than a positive effect, has been
growing during the past year.
Which is why I am addressing it at
present time.
the
"

Dear Editor:
Dear Fellow Students. College of
Wooster Staff k Alumni:
I write to you today with a heavy
heart for I fear that we at the College
of Wooster are in danger of losing a
great asset to our academic community. I'm concerned about the
possible riddance of an academic
staff member with enormous
writing skills and unlimited time
and energy for his students: an asset
to any institution of higher educa-

.

society. We expect all other groups
to measure up to our standards.
(The only possible "correct" ones)
we
and if they fail to do this
l!
accuse them of being
This is exactly what is so disturbing to me about the College of
Wooster. Harembee House is a
group of proud, unified individuals,
as integralpart of the College life.
But one which wants to be recogni-zedfwhat they are, a valid,
unique gorup which is unified and
cohesive.
Isn't it time that the white majority. Instead of always the Black
minority, to examine their own
roles on campus, and society
Only by consciously recognizing the myth of majority superiority, which creates Isolation and
arrogance, can whites truly appreciate and understand the intentions
and goals of Harembee House.
anti-socia-

or

tow-genera-

Sincerely,

Paul Fleming

l?
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Dear Editor:

'

The following editorial appeared
in the October 5th, 1984 edition of the
"Voice". On Monday, February 11,
1985, the same bookmark was again
distributed to all College of Wooster
students by the Crisis Pregnancy
Center. After again speaking with a
trained volunteer at the Center, it is
clear that their policies have not
changed and therefore, the WRC
asks that the editorial be reprinted
along with this letter.
On Wednesday, Sept. 26, 1984, all
College of Wooster students received
a bookmark from the Crisis
Pregnancy Center, in Wooster.
Underneath the logo, on the
bookmark, are the words: "Problem
Pregnancy, Counselling, and Refer
rals." In addition, the services they
offer are stated: "free pregnancy
test, confidential counselling, refer
ral service, and hope."
After speaking with a trained
volunteer at the Crisis Pregnancy

Do They Care ?
Dear Editor,
Your recent article concerning
school prayer and religious involve
ment in secular society proceeds to
' make a wonderful mockery of the
ideals this country was based on.
On this I must congratulate you. I
have not seen this much misinformation and propaganda since I
leaflets
read some Soviet anti-U.S.

in high school.
First of all, the

First Amendment

guarantees freedom of religion, not
freedom from religion. This was
founded on the belief that all should
have an equal right to worship as
they please. It was not intended to
'be a sounding board for antireli-- "
gious' activists, who see no purpose
to religion as a whole.
Second,' you entire article is
based on a single, highly biased,
guess. The Supreme Court has not
stated that any church that chooses
to may go into the public schools
and pressure students into conversion. First of all. Christian doctrine, at least that which is Biblically based, is AGAINST forced
conversion of any sort. Second, the
fact that the Supreme Court has
again given people the option of
practicing their faith in school,
within the confines of a moment of
silence, is a step towards the fulfilling of the First Amendment, not a
step against it
Thirdly, in reading your letter, I
noticed that an number of possibilities, even uglier than the allowing
of Satanic ritual in public facilities,
raise their heads. It seems that if
you had your way, Hr. Priest, all
contact between the secular community and the religious community, both Christian and
would be severed. Chaplains
would no longer exist in the armed
forces, clergy would no longer be
available in public hospitals, etc.
That which I describe , is not an
altogether impossibility. It is presently reality in the Soviet Union. If.
however, that is the kind of world
Mr. Priest appreciates, then maybe
that is where he should go.
Lastly. I find the bringing in of
personal bias to such a medium as
the media to be distasteful. True, it
cannot be wholly avoided. However, the capitalization of "Satan" in
non-Christi- an,

.

"Satan

worshippers"

Killing
Student
Loans

It For Real ?

sort of

Center, we feel that it is necessary to
address their publicity. It is clear
that they offer services for women
who decide to carry a pregnancy to
full term. But, C.P.C. will not offer
referrals for those women who
decide to terminate a pregnancy.
Their advertising is misleading in Dear Editor:
Ronald Reagan's new Secretary
stating that they offer referral services and counselling for crisis of Education is turning out to be
pregnancies when they will not pre- just what Ohioans are coming to
sent all the alternatives for women expect from a President who is
who face an unwanted pregnancy. more concerned for the rich than
Hygeia (ext. 2319) and Planned for average students trying to get a
college degree:
Parenthood of Wooster (ph.
; President Reagan wants to cut
do offer pregnancy alternative counselling, and. will present student aid by 25 percent (on top of
all the available options to women past cuts) and his new Education
who seek counselling. Since un- Secretary, William Bennett, says
wanted pregnancies do occur on that students can make up the
eampus the WRC feels it is extreme- difference by giving up their cars,
ly important that the campus com- stereos, and vacations.
not to mention
Mr. Bennett
munity is aware that C.P.C. does not
Mr.- Reagan
obviously doesn't
offer abortion referral.
know, or care, about Ohio coiu-gJoanna Mills
students, many of whom depend on
Director
their cars to get to classes at our
g
urban and rural
state's
345-779-

.

C-10-

93
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BY BROOKS SILUMAN PROUTY

Ulster is Northern Ireland. Ulster
whines the song of violence and
bloodshed now, as it has done for the
past 800 years. Over many centuries, England has claimed
sovereignty over this predominantly
Protestant state. Now the group that
plagues the British but any human
for that matter - is the Provisional
Irish Republican Army (IRA or Pro
vo). The IRA consists of extreme.
Irish nationalists. Sinn Fein, led by
Gerry Adams, represents the
political wing of the IRA. Through
terrorist activities, the IRA maim
and mutilate any opposer of "The
Cause" to form a united Irish

republic.
Most Americans jump at the opportunity to criticize IRA tactics

e

Reagan:
Real Issues

Dear Editor:
Once again, the Reagan administration is attempting to conduct
foreign policy by
the
real issues. The place is Nicaragua
and the issue at hand is whether or
not one nation is allowed to attempt
to takeover another nation overtly
or covertly without declaration of
war. In case you are confused
about the situation involving the
United States' government and the
Nicaraguan government, we are
the ones attempting the takeover.
The issue that the Reagan admin
istration is now trying to pass off
d
as-- the
is the "totali
tarian nature" of the Nicaraguan
government. At the outset of his
first' term, Reagan tried to make
the issue "exportation of revolu
tion." An overwhelming lack of
evidence to support this charge has
led the administration to claim that
even if the Nicaraguans are not
side-steppi-

ng

far-flun-

campuses.
As for giving up stereos and
as
vacations, I do not believe
Mr. Bennett and Mr. Reagan apparently do
that college life
should be a joyless ordeal.
College students have enough
worries these days, and those worries are heightened by a President
who seems determined to squeeze
the middle class dry in order to
cement a policy of allowing only
to get an education
the
in our society.
well-do--

do

Sincerely,
Sherrod Brown
Ohio Secretary of State

Latin America, the Nicaraguan
elections were f a4r and open. In
comparing them with the El Salva- doran elections, ones which the US
government lauded, the Nicaraguan elections were more democratic on all accounts. One example
is that in El Salvador, a citizen
could be arrested for Tailing to
demonstrate that they had voted.
Not so in Nicaragaua. Despite this,
88 percent of the eligible voters
turned out to participate in the dem
ocratic process, in Nicaragua.
Hopefully it won't take another
four years for the present myth
about Nicaragua to fade away.
Hopefully, we can get down to the
real issues: Why is the U.S. government attempting to overthrow the
Nicaragauan government? and
Why are they afraid to admit it. I
mean, afterall, whose going to stop
the U.S. government ... U.S. citi--

v- -

Thomas E. Kuehls
,
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after the mooovie bar! har! hart"
Miss Prim held her coat tightly to
her chest and ducked sightly to
avoid the flying popcorn, following'
her life-lomaximum: "If it bothers you. act like it doesn't exist and
attend the showing of "Young it will go away." She has three
Frankenstein." The weather ob- things to say on the subject of
liged by being foggy and rainy and Friday night movie etiquette. First,
she was all set to enjoy the extendContinued on Page 13

By SUSAN COLUNGS
.Miss Henrietta Prim wishes to
make some observations on the
overall beastial ambience of the
Wooster Friday night movie.
This weekend she was proud to

ng

ed contemplation of Gene Wilder
with whom she has been in love for
years. When she entered Mateer
auditorium she was struck by a
distinct odor akin to kicked off
running shoes, still warm. She
heard loud rauccous shouts, popcorn was flying like confetti and
some crass person had the nerve to
yell, "Hey yah baby whatcha doing

Indolent Abroad

By WARREN HEDGES
Another mnpev dav in Padua.
My companion Bruce and I have
rnn to the Botanical gardens to
lounge and escape the heat and
crowds, but are continually oeing
interrupted by complacent Ameri-

cans tethered to Italian guides
exporting revolution." we still speaking about Goethe.
Goethe! I had hoped to escape
have grounds to overthrow their

co-sp- on

porting their cause.
The nationalists and the British
maintain two very distinct views. On
the "Home Rule" side, those British
vKa a rrt fvtliff Afflt tA ttl f CttH
many are - contend that the people of
Northern Ireland are British and
deserve protection. The Irish nationalist, like the IRA, claim that
Britain has no right to be there in
any case. It is very easy to side with
Continued on Page 13

coUagss

issue-at-han-

government. The reason? Nicaragua has entered the eternal darkness of communist tyranny. I would
like to ask President Reagan if it
makes a difference whether the
people legitimately voted for this
not. You
communist tyranny"-o- r
see, as with the "exporting revolution" charge, the administration is
arguing with an overwhelming lack
of evidence on its side. According to
all the major election observation
teams, including the one
sored by the Washington Office on

bombings, assasinations, kidnappings, et cetera. Such violence war
rants condemnation. However, people must also understand that
violence is embedded in the fabric of
Irish heritage. Moreover, it is
spawned from the long and equally
malicious British means of sup-

Etiquette

-

clashes with the lowly lower case
position Christ is forced to take.
Also, why should members of reli-gious organizations be denied use
of public facilities; I'm sorry. I
thought that one could he both a
zens?
Christian and an American.
'Timothy Austin
--

B.S.P.

him by fleeing to Italy, but to no
avail. In short, wherever it is and
whatever you do, he seems to have
been there and done it oeiore ana
must be footnoted and bowed to. All

hv mides with unnronounceable
names who delis lit in making
Americans feel provincial ana
for not knowing where he
slept, ate, walked and relieved himself, for not feeling privileged for
standing on the same ground and
intruding upon the very air space.
I will take no more of this. I
turned to my companion. "Bruce,
we ve got to ao someuung aooui
these names. If I hear another
Hans, Rodrico, Spumanti, or Olin-dI shall crack. We must come up
with something more appropriate
to call the tour guides. Something
so ridiculous that no human being
with even as little dignity as an
would be
American congressman
XI .
t
9.
able to enaure u, a quintessential
label of incom Detent fastidity and
prudery."
shrill,
"Bentley."
"SniPfiriM." Bruce has a way of
pnii-isti-

ne

you are imbecilic, they cannot
get past square one.
Seeing an idle guiae looting lor
trouble, I saddled up next to him.
"Say, ah Bentley. may I call you
that? I have great difficulty with
foreign names."
is Johannes sir."
"Yes. Well, Bentley, my companion and I were curious as to wheth"he
er any famous Germans
a hound
jumped on that eagerly
in heat.
"The famous Goethe was here
several times. In fact be stood
exactly three feet from where we

'It

stand."

I took some time to stare at my
feet then carefully look around. I
turned back to the guide and stared
at him earnestly. "But he's not

here now?"

"Oh, no, no. Goethe is dead, he

lived..."

'Goethe very fond of these."
eh?"
"So he liked the taste

"What!?"
"Th taut. Goethe en tared the
taste of the flowers? Wait.". II
looked at the guide witn some
incredulity, "you mean Goethe
wasn't herbivorous?" x
The guide looked at me in consternation, amazed that such a
word was Dart of an American's
vocabulary.

i mniMi innnnff rronniea ana
disgusted. "You mean this Goethe
was a meat-eatguide paled. "An author
frnm Grmanv "
"Do you mean to imply that you
AraoomA mm all the viT no here to
mm a atnrv about a man. a man
who writes storiesr Bruce, can you
believe this?"
"No." Bruce has a knack for
thaosinff inst the rieht exnression.
Rntiv was lnokinff very eon-fused and began to lisp out some
thing, but I interrupted.
er

r-Th-

e

tll

He was falling into the phillistine
speech
I had to act fast. "But
while be was here, did he go
anywhere special? Did he do antyh-in- g "You mean tnat mis isni
extraordinary? Where else did Goethe the cow?"
The guide looked astounded
he stand?"
"Cow?"
"Well there is Goethe's rock."
"Goethe, the Dlavwritinc cow
Goethe's rock is a slab of limeWhy
in Milan we saw an ape
a
Volkswa
of
size
stone about the
sculptor
and in Florence tney nave
gon that sits on a rise above
th nants off any
Padua's botanical gardens. So far Ana that Urkaever
seen, and are
as I know, it is called Goethe's Leonardo I've
nn
Padua can
the
best
that
aavine
his
rock because it once hosted
buttocks, and that is the only rea- do is a German man who writes
son. It to a must on your excursions stories?"
a man reduced to blither
mmturlnif Aft lit ITJV !9raOT&IhS In in Padua, but be sure to ask for ingSeeing
signi,
tears
it not a pleasant
Bentley.
valuable
a
a single word: it is
launching
started
somehow,
he
twenabout
had
climb
taken
The
talent. With tne name laxen care ty minutes and I elected to recline back into his carefully rehearsed
of, it was time to launch the attack.
rock "speech.
Tf nn
wishes to annoy a foreign so the others would not feel ." Goethe's
met him
Smoethe
"ftntth.
prowess,
my
physical
of
ashamed
tour guide it is' not enough to he benevolently
a cow field." Seeing a
in
yesterday
do
to
them
urging
Philistine, you must oe lmoeciiic. u
deter- man aevour nis cap u even i
you are merely ignorant, you are a likewise. But Bentley was
nnA mm discretely left.
tunearby
some
to
mined
discuss
in
nrovineial
cnltnra
ourselves on the
congratualting
been
apparently
had
lips
Goethe
need of massive doses of European
many
over uic
victories
oi
first
and
upwards
sophistication, which tney proviae fond of, so I struggled
tour guidesjoined
him.
u
bnclct anff rrrwTwiw.
a,

A

1

self-righteo- us

llv-denriv-

ed

ni.nt
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of section solos.
The Jazz Ensemble is made up of
musicians, who earned their
22
Wooster
the
Chapel,
in McGaw
audiJazz Ensemble gave their second place in the Band notthrough
all, of the
concert of this year. Compositions tions. Some, but
by Henry Mancini and Duke Elling- students participate in Marching
ton were among those in the per- andor Symphonic uana, oui oniy
are Music Majors. The Band
formance. A smaller combo made four
up of select band members also nrartirps two nights a week and
performed several pieces, including generally gives three home con
a solo featuring Laura Rickard on certs a year, rney aiso nave an
performthe saxophone. The concert was occasional
gave
year
Ensemble
the
This
needance.
a
provided
and
a guest performance at the Wayne
ed study break for many students.
County Honors Band Concert, and
This is the Wooster Jazz Ensemalso participated in the Ohio State
direction
ble's first year under the
perof Nancy Ditmer. The group was University Jazz Festival. They
on
the
Lowry
Center
in
formed
Band
by
1970
former
in
started
extravaBasie
Count
diof
night
the
was
Director Stuart Ling, and
rected by him until the end of the ganza.
The Band's third home concert
1983-8- 4
school year. The Ensemble
will be on April 30 at 7:30 p.m. in
has not undergone any major
changes with its new director, ex- McGaw Chapel. It will feature a
cept for a slight change in the type guest artist, drummer Robert
from Columbus. In continuThey currently play more
' of music.
enjoyastandards than rock oriented mu- ing their standard of highly
sic, and tend to stick to fairly ble concerts, this will so doubt be a
recent arrangements of songs. A performance not to be missed. All
wide variety of music is selected, who attend need .remember, as
according to what Ditmer feels will Tyrone Williams put it: don't be
fit the group, especially in the area afraid to "get into it!"
By LAURA VanDALE

On

Tuesday, Feb. 26, at 7:30 p.m.

off-camp-

well-attend-

.

I

H-

t"

'
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BY KATHLEEN SMYTHE
The Wooster Scot Band, numberincluding bagpipe playing
80-pl- us

ers and Scottish dancers, performed their winter concert
Saturday, March 2.

ed

By MARY COX
Senior Jamie Haskins should be
pleased with the success of his onstage theatre I.S. Project, direcing
Neil Simon's play. "The Ginger-

bread Lady." Haskin's performances played to enthusiastic audiences for six nights in Shoolroy;
extra chairs even had to be added
for the closing performance Saturday night.
Rightfully called a play about
living, struggling, and growing,
"The Gingerbread Lady" is a deep,
probing, yet witty depiction of a
woman's struggle with alcoholism
and the effects it has on those
around her. Sophomore Courtenay
Selby was strong in the lead role of
Evy Meara. As the spunky,
but insecure victim of an
addiction, Selby really seemed to
capture the essence of Evy. She
was able to show several aspects,
and thus, the depth of her character. She was likable and believable
and put herself into her part which
uras a definite asset to the Dlav.
Pprhans eauallv stronz in ner- formancer though smaller in role
was Toby Landau, piayea Dy rauia
Baab. As one of Evy's closest
friends and her mainstay. Baab, a
freshman, was brilliant. She too
conveyed more than one side of her
rharactor She was both the Dic- rt
beantv and. later, the
surprisingly sensitive and caring
mend oi Evy. rnese iwo laieniea
actresses worked very well togetn
er anrl the result was realism.
As Polly Meara, Evy's teenage
daughter, junior sara L,ae was
hnhhiv and bright. What mav have
at times seemed like an overdose of
optimism in her role was what
acid-tongue-

-

tnre-nerfe-

d,

Lake saw as the personality of
Polly. Yet Laxe, loo, provea ner
credibility in an especially emotion- al scene with seiny. ueorge unlocks, a senior, played the part of
Jimmy Perry, another of Evy's
friends. As the homosexual actor
out of work, Hfflcocks could nave
perhaps put more humor into nis
performance, but ne certainlymade the audience feel the comnlexitv and ambieuitv of his Dart.
Jimmy was an essential aspect of
the nlav
Another freshman, Anay tiorn- ing, did an excellent job in nis
portrayal of Lou Tanner. In his
only scene, Horning was intense

and forceful. Making tne most oui
of a small role, he was a standout.
Alex Parviz. in another small role.
was effective and added humor to
the play.
The six member cast, in fact,
worked well together which is both
a compliment to tnem as weu as 10
the director who casted them. It
was the result of both luck and
talent, but it made the play work.
The. show's most unique quality
was that it actually became more
than the sum of its Darts.
Other aspects of the show also
worked. Dale seeds' set design was
realistic and effective, complemented by adequate lighting, sound,
and technical direction. The Gin- eerhread Ladv was an example of
what hannens when a eroun of
devoted and talented oeoole get
together to create something. The
result, I feel, was Simon's goal: for
people who have seen it to "emerge
from the theatre a utue ncner
and in this case they do.

Styling and Haircuts
for Men and Women
The College's "family" Barber.
262-316-

Rick, Rita, Marty
418 N.

6

Market

The Scot Band played Eternal
Father, Strong to Save by Claude
Smith, Kaddisb, a Jewish prayer
for the dead, by Frances McBeth,
The Glory of the Yankee Navy and
George Washington Bicentennial
March both by John Philip Sousa,
the First Suite in E Flat by Gustav
Hoist, Ave Maria by Guiseppe Verdi, arranged by Barbara Buehl-maand Chorale and Shaker
Dance by John Zdechlik. A selection of Scottish music featured the
bagpipers, Scottish dancers and
more conventional instruments pipe drummers. Fanfare and
were often hard to come by. In- firanA Marsh hv Timothv Mahr
stead, the people used whatever was accompanied by John Russell
they could find, mainly metal cans, on the organ.
The concert also included a saxothe instruments which gives their
quartet whose members
phone
sound.
music its distinctive
The Oberlin Can Consortium gets were Glenwood Roebuck, a junior,
their cans, fifty gallon steel' oil who played soprano saxophone,
who
drums to be precise, from New Jennifer Smith, a freshman,Bacon,
York City. A whole oil drum yields played alto saxophone, Jeff
a deep tone, and smaller portions a. sophomore, who played tenor
of the can give varying pitches, saxophone and Scott Darnel, a
freshman who played "baritone saxdepending on their size.
The cans are played using small ophone. They performed the String
wooden sticks tipped with rubber. Quartet in C Major (1st movement)
by
For accompaniment and to provide by W.A. Mozart, transcription
a beat that makes it impossible to Gary Anderson and an arrangesit still, the cans are joined by a ment by Ramon Ricker of John
bongo drum, and in this case by a Lennon's and Paul McCartney's
conventional drum set. Add the When I'm Sixty-tou- r.
Saturday's concert was the
occasional use of wind chimes of
The muthe gentle tap on a car brake drum, band's "pre?tour" concert.
tor,
played,
will
be
performed
sic
and
Break,
and already its Spring
you are in the Carribean. relaxing various audiences' "throughout Viron the beach all day and dancing ginia and Kentucky during the Scot
Band tour over Spring Break.
all night
n,

Consortium Comes to C.O.W.

pt

Gingerbread Lady a Treat

Entertains

'

us

Brei-thau-

Scot Band

'

BY SHARON KAUFMAN
Question: What has 20 legs and
plays a range of instruments from
the steel can to the bongo drum and
including the brake drum from

your car?
It could be only one thing, the
Oberlin Can Consortium a group
who performed in Lowry Center on
Monday, February 23 during dinner, courtesy of the Student Activities Board.
The Consortium is a group of ten
Oberlin students dressed in bright
cotton shirts who play the lively
bell-lik- e
music that tends to make
you think of a sunny Carribean
vacation. In fact, the songs they
perform come mainly from the
islands of Trinidad and Tobago,
with a few South American songs
thrown in for good measure.
The main musical instrument
this group uses is the steel oil
drum. This interesting choice of
instrumentation stems from the
fact that on the island of Tobago

Review Announces
Winners and Contest

Rock at Ich's

By MARY COX
The prizewinners of the Wooster of Wooster students, the American
Review Kinsey Poetry and Donald- Academy of Poets Prize win oe
son Fiction Contest will be awarded awarded to the poet who suomiis
on Afrft kU at a dinner at the the best series of three to five
Wooster Inn. Junior Warren poems. This prize is endowed to the
Hedges wil receive $100 and publi- college in rememorance oi iora
Latzer, another Wooster
cation in the Wooster Review's Owlett
third issue. Senior Amy Holman's graduate. The deadline for the con i
poem, "Tea With Nora" won her test will be Marcn z. au suomis-second place and an award of $65. sions will be judged by Professors
Her poem will also be published in Allen and Hilty.
Issue 3 of the Review. For third
As part of the Wooster Literary
place. Ried Zulager, another senFestival in Anril. two guest poets
ior, will be awarded $35.
Cary Waterman and short story
The Ralph Kinsey Poetry Prize is writer William Van Wert, will
an award given to the College of Wooster . The two writers will read
on Thursday
Wooster as a memorial of the 1933 some of their work WOrkshODS
on
graduate. It was established by his Anril 12 and will hold
wife, Mrs. Mary L. Kinsey, last Friday April 12. On Friday evening
waterman ana van wen wiu par
year.
ticioate in a panel discussion on
Marjorie Saul, a junior, is this axnerts of writing and miblishinK.
year's first prize winner of the first This discussion will be open to the!
ever Stephen R. Donaldson Fiction PUDUC
Prize. She will receive $250 for her

.iit

short story "Visiting." Her piece
will also appear in the Review's
next issue. Kathy Harper's story
called "After Hours" was chosen
as second place and she will be
WE
awarded $65.
n In
The Fiction Prize represents the
income from the Donaldson Fund Tue,Wcd,Thors--9-93- 0
for Creative Writing, a $10,000 ena
dowment established by Donaldson
last semester. Donaldson, an alum- nruc,WcdAThun--10-10'3- p
nus of the college is the author of
Pete!
several books and was one of last
year's Literary Festival guests.
A second writing contest will be
held in Marrh Open to all College

Bj RUBY FANNING
Did you know that the D.J.'s of
Ichabod's had to go through a
training and interview session be
fore they were hired 7 wo, iney
didn't just walk in and say "I want
to be a D.J." like most people
believe. Our campus D.J.'s are
trained and qualified to entertain
us every weekend.
To become a D.J., you must take
a short course sponsored by the
S.A.B.'s Short Course Program.
This course consists of series of
four classes. In these classes. Stu- -

.V... I.k.kiul'a
j .v w mtA
r
swvwfc
equipment On the last night of the
course these students spend the
evening playing music for each
other to see how they perform
before an audience. Interviews
are scheduled to take place for next
year's DJ.'i next fall.
Congratulations to the D.J.'s that
went through the course and are d g
now. You are all doing a great
job. Good luck to the D.J.'s to
a-
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con-structi- on

toward realization.
First considered in the mid-si- x
ties, plans for a central and comprehensive music complex have
been continually shelved these past
twenty years due to lack of funds
and the pressure of more Immediate needs.
Lowry Center and Wishart Hall
were both partially incomplete
when plans for the music building
were first introduced, and by the
time these two buildings had been
finished, the needs of Sc'bvel and
Taylor Halls demanded attention

and funds.
However, now that Scovel is refurbished and Taylor will be completed within the next year or so,
efforts can be focused on the music
buildings, and Wooster can at last
begin acting against twenty years
of frustration and unfortunate conflicts of interest.
Not only is there now time for the
music building
the necessary
funding is almost at hand, as reports President Copeland. Estimates for the construction of the
first half of the building have been
quoted at $3.1 million of which $2.2
million has been raised, primarily
through "The Campaign for Wooster." President Copeland hopes to

have raised the remaining $900,000
by this December, confidently stating that work on the first phase of
the building can then begin in
January, 1986.
Within 18 months, phase' one
should be complete, and hopefully
$1.7 million raised for phase two. If
g
the construction and,
meet ", the present . schedule, the
music building could be finished in
two to three years.
The building itself promises to be
one of the most impressive on the
campus. The empty lot across University Street from Holden Hall
will be the site of the music complex. In addition, the Alumni House
and Howman, Stevens, and Armstrong Houses will be razed to
allow room for the new building
and its parking lot. Any of the four
houses may find room in
Merc Hall. Interestingly,
much of the landscaping will re
fund-raisin-

-

then-vaca- nt

main the same. All but one of the
familiar oaks which now grace the
Alumni House property and adjoining lots will be left standing, thus
preserving Wooster's timber tradi-

"

V

.-

By JONATHAN BARCLAY
plans for the
of a new music building
finally appear to be on their way
Long-delaye- d

-i7

Music Building Planned
"V"

'It
A

IV,-

si)
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tion.
The building's design is a modified version of the plan drawn up
by an architectural firm in Michigan, TMP Associates, twenty years
ago. Designed to stylistically imitate Lowry Center and so provide
unity to building design, the strucd
ture will be a series of
wings surrounding an atrium. The

C-J1- 87,

multi-storie-

College still works with TMP
through architect Maurice Allen.
After consultation and analysis of
the financial situation, the
program of construction was
two-pha-

se

Franta Exhibits Art

developed.
by
Mccracken
Phase one wg. include a large
Have the shades of blue, green,
main wing housing several sizable
classrooms, offices, and the music and brown in Lowry Center caught
library. An adjoining wing will hold your eye lately? These colors,
24 soundproofed practice rooms among many others are displayed in
and 10 faculty studios.
the watercolor paintings done by
Tom Franta of Canton, Ohio.
Phase two will- add a
recital hall and Franta's artwork will be on exhibit
adjoining practice hall for the large in Lowry Center for the remainder
performing groups, as well as a of March.- - Franta is a charter member of the
small wing housing three organ
Ohio Watercolor Society, the Akron
studios.
These four wings will comprise the Society of Artists, Ohio Arts and
four "walls" surrounding the aes- Crafts Guild, University of Michigan
thetic center of the building, the Artists, and Crafts Guild. A gallery
open-ai- r
atrium. This courtyard in Snowmass, Colorado represents
Franta, and he hasrecieved training
can be used for small,
performance and certain- from one or more workshops mostly
ly beautifies the building and adds of one week duration from: Lowell
interest to what could easily have E. Smith, Claude Crowney, Mark
Moon, George Post, Arthur Barbour,
been a box.
Dan Winter, Chairman of the Franklin Jones, Larry Webster, and
Music Department, echoed these Chad Reid. These lessons have taken
sentiments, saying he was very place both in the United States and
pleased that the College had not overseas.
Watercolor Painting is Franta's
decided upon a less adequate or
only source of income and has been
less beautiful design, and mentioning that many other schools have for the past 15 years. He states, "I
had to settle for insignificant build- spend 99 percent of my time at it."
ing designs which did not provide Before watercolors, Franta worked
the best possible benefits to the with oils and acrylics which he exschool. Winter, who has a scale hibited over a 20 year time span.
Franta paints direct transparent
model and blueprints of the build
ing, also stated that the added watercolor using no white. He uses
&
efficiency of a central music com D'arches paper, Windson-Newto- n
plex and the benefits to the campus Grumbacher Colors, red sable
brushes, and prefers to paint on site.
and community of
This year, Franta is doing 35 art
facilities are among the most important aspects of the building fairs and shows. Chris tkindl Market,
project and to some degree justify which will take place at the $15
million Canton Cultural Center, is
the long wait.
-

much-prize-

d,

321-se- at

warm-weath-

much-improv-
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of the year
Franta's major-shosince much of his work will be raffled off during the three day show.
Franta said that sales and prices
w

have increased over the last ten
years, and he hopes to continue this
trend. Prices for his paintings range

from $50.00 to $1,000.
In addition to shows, Franta has
been very involved in community
g
and service projects for
the past seven years. He has donated
large paintings to Aultman Hospital
Angel Auction where $135,000 was
raised, Canton Symphony Dream-make-

C-31- J7,
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fund
as
sold
to
be
cards
Christmas
euiooiy.
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raising project for the Club's ser
Office Manager: Daphne Planck.
vices and charities, jrrania par
.

ticipates in about four demonstrations a year for. various groups with
the most recent presentation given
to the Stark County Dental Auxiliary.
Even with all the recognition and
support.' Franta is not entirely content with his work. He comments. "I
strive to improve each painting day
to day and this goal will continue in
years to come. Generally I am not
totally satisfied with what I do and
always seem to see possibilities for
improvement in my paintings." This
desire to improve does not detract
.

from Franta's enjoyment of his
work. He comments, "Nothing else
has expanded my horizons and vision. As we travel around this country and abroad the auhiecta
ait.
ting around every corner, just
waiting to be transform d Int a
painting; depicting my feeling of
wis scene, oe u oeauiy, nostalgia,
saltiness, forlornness or maybe

in

neglect."

Approaches
Week
Japan
'
BY PATRICIA BAUERLE
Following spring break, students
will be able to virtually travel to

dance and a short demonstration ot
karate. She will demonstrate control
.and concentration in a physical
Japan.
On March 27. the second annual display of her skills. She will also
Japan Week will begin its festivities provide an explanation of the
with "Kagemusha", the film that movements and the cultural aspects
won first prize at the Cannes Film of martial law.
Japan Week will even give
Festival in France.- Through the
portrayal of a Samurai warrior, the students a chance to actively, exhistorical fiction film, translated as perience Japanese culture, especialWarrior and directed by ly at the Japanese dinner scheduled
fhadow
urosawa Akira, will illustrate the for March 29 in Mackey Hill at 5:30
Japanese value system. The film p.m. The traditional Japanese food
will.be shown on Wednesday in the will be prepared by the Hong Kong
Lean Lecture Room at 7:30 p.m. It Chinese Restaurant and partly by
may also be shown on Thursday and the Japanese students. Admission
will be charged, and there is a
Friday evenings in Lowry Center.
"I urge everyone to attend the limited seating of 100 people.
Entertainment will conclude the
movie," said senior Gibb Kirkham,
the coordinator of Japan Week. "It week's cultural activities with .
is artistic, has historical content, Japanese music to be performed by
and gives one a feel for Japan's Oberlin musicians on the
history." Kirkham, who studied in Shakuhachi or Japanese flute and on
Japan last year, considers the film the shamisen, a Japanese stringed
instrument that is similar to the
to be the highlight of the week.
After viewing the story about American banjo. The musicians will
Japanese values, students will be perform in Mackey Hall at 7p.m.
Also, 'films about. Hiroshima,
able to witness a live Martial Arts
Demonstration on March 28 in the Nagasaki, and Japanese culture will
Lean Lecture Room at 7:30 p.m. A be shown throughout the week durfemale graduate from the Universi ing the lunchtime in the Lowry
ty of Michigan will perform a soio Center Pit.
-

Escape
By TOM ZETA
AND STUART SAFFORD

Having dealt with frivolous matters in last week's article, we now
find it necessary to deal with a
topic that touches on the very core
of the College of Wooster, namely
bowling. Investigative reporters
Zeta and S afford infiltrated the
Scot Lanes to get the inside story.
Casually hanging out in front of
the men's room next to the game
room, we noticed two things: first,
that many men at Wooster forget to
zip up and, secondly, that 1 out of
every 10 people who wander past
the game room say something on
the order of 'Bowling. Hey, we
gotta do that sometime'.
As veteran reporters it was no
trouble for us to impersonate beginning bowlers. Luckily, it takes no
Ancftifno inct an attitude.
We approached the guy at the
desk and subtly placed the question

tn nroDerlv Dlace us as
n a
novices. 'Hey. How bout that bowl
inx thinr Eh?' the manager
rubbed his hands at the prospect of
cimh easv fleecinz.
First off, he told us it was 20f for
a nair nf shoes. Although we were
"enmeshed in an investigative article, a good shoe sale is not to be
ignored. We figured "20 OK, we'll

who's fingers are that big too.
So, anyway, we piayea our game
and it was like we figured, tne
bowling sheos are a bust. We
bowled just as lousy as ever, vn.
and we saw a guy wearing a reai
loud shirt with a bowling ball on
the back and he was doing reaiiy
well. So it's not the shoes, it's the
shirt. After the game we went back
to the manager to asK some prun
ing questions like Mike Wallace.
Before we could start, though,
things started getting ugly.
First of ail, ne wamea we uw
back. That was bo problem since
they didn't work anyway, men ne
starts talking about us payingwasa
dollar for our game. Now it
t.m a tn chnv him that we weren't
the hammer heads he thought us.
Look at it reaiisucauy, uai wuuw
be lot a short for a 300 game and 5t
a shot for a regular game. Sure,
that makes sense in that it's sort of
a bulk rate for bowling more shots,
but it hardly seems fair to pay thea
same amount for a strike as for
split.
Here's our idea for Scot Lanes:
price scales for bowling. Pay big
bucks for 300 game (I mean, if they
were cheap, like everybody d have
one.) and refunds for gutter balls
(C'mon. like who's going to pay for
a gutter ball?).
We told the guy we were going to
write this scam up for the Voice
but he made us pay anyway. So we
decided not to do that rip off deal
again really soon. At least not until
we get a couple of those bowling

V
V

J

X
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takiP four nairs.' Unfortunately
there was a limit of one pair per
customer but for 20e a pairi you can
u.
understand wny tney resu-icWhen we got the shoes, we under
ctnnri whv it was only 20 tO DOWl
The shoes you buy are these red
arm preen deals. Oh. and they tell
you that you have to wear them to
(Like the oins are color
howl

nr cnmethinff. He must
have thought we were a couple of

nciv

hammer neaas.j

TmMavflXm
Kwame Ture Visits Campus
Kuame Ture. formerly Stokely Carmlch.el. on ,amPus

R BtfRV FANNING

it oam Ture formerly Stokely
shirts.
Carmichael, was guest speaker for
ana jnarcn i, m
two days, Feb.
various classes by part of the Black
There is a position available as Leaders in Residence Program
Babysitter. Anita sponsored by the Dean oi Muaents
an
Miller is seeking one or two baby- Office, the Cultural Events Comsitters for her four children ages 8 mittee, and Black Forum.
mos., 7, 9 and 12.
Ture, who is best known for his
Applicants must be willing to organization of the Memphis-to-Jackso- n
March from which came
work evenings and must have patience with children. The sitter will the rallying cry "Black Power,"
be needed for approximately 5 impressed many students on the
hours per week. The salary is campus. The turnout was exceptionnegotiable. Interested students al. Each class that Ture spoke for
should contact Mrs. Miller at 263- - was full to standing room only.
7721.
Ture stayed at Harambee House

a

Employment
Off-Camp- us

innthsr nrnhlem was the bowline
ball. They've got whole racks of
bowling DailS tner ana mey musi uc
all factory rejects. They all have
only three holes and like who has
all
only three fingers eh? Also-no- t
the holes are the same size. It's
like Scot Lanes picked up all the
irregular oowiing nana,

a

holes were pretty small but mine
were really huge. You gotta wonder

4--

force in the commu
while on campus. Various members and a positive
was
ante to express me
nity.
He
his
about
talked
of the organization
and needs of
concerns
visit.
around the world. I think
"There is one thing that Kwame
should make a point of
my
Wooster
in
out
Ture said that stands
more black leaders like
bringing
Antoine
mind," stated sophomore
campus."
to
him
stated,
,
he
when
was
Hudson. "It
TKio
nsi comments' were made
there
"For everyone to progressthrough
by Harambee President Johnny C.
must be a struggle and
people to
struggle there must be organiza- Allen. "He challenged
to see if
beliefs
own
their
statequestion
forget
that
never
tion." I'll
if not valid where
valid,
were
they
ment"
own mind."
B.S.A. President Donald Dennis, does truth lie in their
to this campus
visit
Ture's
Kwame
made
"He
comment:
one
only
had
and a learning
people think." Vice President Tra- was an inspiration students,
and it
for the
cy Upton stated his views. "I experience
enjoyed.
thoroughly
was
speaker
elegant
an
was
he
thought
Afro-America- ns

Manger Presents
Osgood Lecture

3
..

.

Paleontologist Walter Manger, a
graduate of The College of Wooster,
addressed "315 Million Years of
Perfection in Coiled Shells" for the
fourth annual Richard G. Osgood
Jr. Memorial Lectureship Wednesday, March 6, in Marketeer Auditorium.
Osgood was a former chairman
and professor in the department of
geology at The College of Wooster
who had become an internationally
respected paleontologist. He died in
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Manger, chairman and professor
in the Department of Geology at
the University of Arkansas discussed his studies of a living squidlike creature called a Nautilus and
its shell. Studying the biology of the
living animal, especially its shell,
provides palentologists with insight
into the character of its extinct
relatives, the ammonoids. during
their 315 million year history.
Manger earned his master's degree and doctorate in geology from
the University in Iowa. He taught
at Northeastern University and has
worked for Shell Oil Co. and Iowa
Geological Survey.
In 1980, Manger received an

award for achievement in Earth
Sciences from the south-centrsection of the American Federation
of Mineralogical Societies.
In 1983 he was eiectea ior a iour
year term as associate secretary of
al

the Subcom mission on Carboniferous Stratigraphy of the International Union of Geological Sciences,
and since 1984 has been secretary
to the organization.
.
v
m
He parucipatea in tne lenm inCarboni-frous
ternational Congress on
Stratigraphy and Geology in
Madrid, Spain.
Manger has published many articles n nrnfessional iournals such as
the "Journal of Paleontology.".
ireoiogicai society oi
tieoiogy,
America Bulletin," and the "Journal of Sedimentary Petrology."
Manger is a member of the
Arkansas Academy of Science, the
Geological Society of America, the

...

aa

InternationalPaleontological Association, the Ohio Academy of Science, Palaeontological Association
(Britain), the Society of Economic
Paleontologits and Mineralogists.
Sigma Xi (a research society of
North America) and Yorkshire
Geological Society (Britain).
j
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Tuesday 19 February
COMPILED BV
Thousands of armed Shiite MosE. H. HEFFELFINGER lem militants descended on Sidon
calling for Islamization of Chris whether British ships making port
tian-le- d
Labanon. The Lebanese calls there are carrying nuclear
army seemed to be powerless to arms.
Saturday 23 February
Five people were killed and 60
Soviet President Konstantin
injured in Crossroads, South Afri- Chernenko failed to appear at a
ca, when residents rioted against Kremlin election rally and, for the
the government. In Kallehong first' time, it was admitted publicly
township police opened fire on a that the leader is in poor health. A
crowd of 2,000 black demonstrators. new Kremlin transition may be
Television journalist Jeremy Lev- under way.
in, who was kidnapped 11 months
Secretary of State Shultz is conago in Lebanon, landed at Andrews tinuing the administration's drive
Air Force Base. He urged the to persuade Congress to approve
release of four other American aid to Nicaragua in order to change
hostages.
the Sandinista government HowevWednesday 20 February
er, House Majority Leader James
The Supreme Court, is a 4 C. Wright
said. '.'I don't
decision, said Congress and the Ex think we have any call to appoint
ecutive branch may require state ourselves as God's avenging angels
and local governments to comply and reform by force any governwiw ieaerai minimum- wage ana ment with whom we disagree."
boy, accused of
A
overtime pay laws.
The Pentagon has accelerated sexual battery, and a
girl, charged with lewd and lasciStar Wars research aimed at
a space-base- d
nuclear mis vious behavior, will stand trial in
sile defense. The defense system juvenile court in Florida. Officials
will be tested in 1987 instead of said the children could face penal1989.
ties ranging from reform school to
The United States and Soviet juvenile court probation for engaging in sexual intercourse.
Union delegates met in a
meeting on Mideast issues. No in Sunday 24 February
Jordan made public the text of its
formation was released.
The United States successfully agreement with the FLO that out
test lines a framework for a joint ap
completed the first
of an unarmed U.S. cruise missile proach to Mideast peace. The plan
over Canada. Protesters failed to includes a total withdrawal by Is
trap it in a balloon raised net The rael from territories occupied in
in 1967, although the PLO retains its
missile was launched by a
the Arctic and landed at an arms position of not acknowledging Is
test range in Northern Alberta.
real's right to exist
Thursday 20 February
The National Society of Film
John Zaccaro, husband of 1984 Critics recently gave its annual
Democratic vice presidential nomi- award for Best Documentary to
nee Geraldine Ferraro was sen' "Stop Making Sense,? the concert
tenced to 150 hours of community film by the Talking Heads.
service after pleading guilty to a Monday 25 February
Edwin Meese will be sworn in as
misdemeanor fraud charge involving an unsuccessful real estate U.S. attorney general The Senate
venture, he will serve as a real- voted 1 with all no votes being
estate management consultant to cast by Democrats.
groups.
e
Ethiopia demanded that Israel
400,000 Americans may have return thousands of black Jews
been infected by the virus that can suggesting that their covert airlift
cause AIDS according to the New to escape famine was equal to
England Journal of Medicine, al slavery. Addis Ababa charged that
though it is uncertain how many of Sudan received $1,000 for each perthose exposed will actually contact son.
British coal miners marched in
the disease. 8,000 cases have been
reported since 1981.
central London backing the
team has found
A
strike over U.K. plans to
human bones and personal effects close unprofitable pits.- - Estimates
while excavating the site where a of the number of marchers range
gunshlp with 13 airmen from 15,000 to 80,000.
U.S.
aboard was shot down December Pakistanis vote today in the first
21. 1972 during the Vietnam War.
general election in 8 years. Presimilitary governDublin officials siezed a Bank of dent Zia
Ireland account of ?1.8 million that ment has banned political parties,
the government claims is a secret arrested 800 opposition members
lA fund used to finance terrorism and imposed tight campaign reFriday 22 February
strictions.
India has begun trials on the first
President Reagan, in a news
conference, said the U.S. goal in of 2,000 Sikh soldiers who mutinied
Nicaragua is to remove the Soviet In June to protest the assault on
backed Sandinistat government and separatists at the Sikh's Golden
appealed to Managua to "say un Temple.
cle." He also suggested that the Tuesday 28 February
The U.S. delayed the testing of an
U.S. may abandon its policy to
missile until June for
honor SALT II treaty limitations.
South Africa charged 7 black technical reasons but successfully
dissidents, members of the United tested an unarmed cruise missile in
flilght over Northern
Democratic Front, with high trea a
son. The 7 members will stand trial Canada.
Warsaw accused CoL , Frederick
with 8 other dissidents arrested last
year in the largest treason ease Myer and wife Barbara of taking
photographs in a restricted milisince 1958.
Moscow has agreed to open some tary zone. Washington ordered Col.
nuclear plants to international in Zygmunt Szymanski to leave the
spection, according to a statement U.S. in 48 hours. The U.S. also
at an International Atomic Agency cancelled talks scheduled this week
meeting. This will mark the first with Poland on scientific and techle Moscow has let an agency in nical matters.
but will keep off limits its more Thousands of British miners are
returning to work indicating that
advanced reactors.
England will follow Reagan's the strike may end without a' forlead in refusing to tell new Zealand mal settlement 3,807 returned in
5--
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the largest single- - day total since
the strike began.
An engineer accused of trying to
sell
Stealth technology to
FBI agents posing as Soviet spies
agreed to plead guilty to two counts
top-secr-

et

of espionage. Thomas Cavanaugh
faces up to life in prison.
Wednesday 27 February

Defense Secretary Weinberger

told a Senate panel that Washington's bargaining power with Moscow would be eroded if Congress
refuses to fund the MX missille.
Five of the top family members
of the Mafia were indicted in New
York on 15 counts including drug
trafficing and gambling.
The Supreme Court ruled in an 1
decision in favor of providing
psychiatric help in order to prepare
8--

insanity defenses.
The Physician Task Force on
hunger in America finished a year
long study and found that 20 million
Americans suffer from hunger.
They urged more U.S. funding for
food programs.
Solidarity called off a
general strike set for tomorrow
after Warsaw abandoned plans to
boost food prices by 80. Walesa
said that the strike threat achieved
it'sgoaL
Thursday 28 February
The Republican controlled Senate
approved amendments to an African famine relief measure that
would liberalize federal direct-loa- n
15-min-

ute

aland
though a possible veto by President
Reagan is expected and there is
strong opposition among Senate Reloan-guarantee-progra- ms,

publican leaders.
decision the Supreme
In a
Court ruled that the Environmental
Protection Agency can issue waivers to companies that have toxic
waste problems atypical of national
patterns.
Soviet foreign minister Andrei
Gromyko met with Pope John Paul
U to discuss world peace and the
status of the Roman Catholic
Church, in the USSR in a two hour
meeting.
Friday 1 March
5--4

--
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Miners from Wales, Scotland,
Lancashire and Durham voted. for
their national union to order a
return to work and end the coal
miners strike.
Sunday 3 March
The government approved a
screening test for AIDS yesterday
that would improve the safety of
blood supplies for transfusions.
More than 4,000 soldiers and police sealed off the suburbs of
Zimbabwe in an attempt to
find Joshua .Nkorno, opposition
leader of the Zimbabwe African
People's Union.
Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the
PLO, said he was firmly committed
to his agreement with Jordan on
the proposed Middle East peace
accord. However he denounced the
"hypocritical" refusal of the U.S.
to recognize the Palestinian group.
Monday 4 March
British coal miners have ended
their strike without a settlement
after 11 months. The miners will
resume work tomorrow.
Israel ordered the second stage
army withdrawal
of its three-pa- rt
frotm eastern Lebanon's Bekaa Valley to begin immediately. The
move could take three months to
Bula-way- o,

complete.

Woo Hits
Windy City

By ROB BOWE
The newly appointed representatives of S.AB. recently went to
Chicago to look into new activities
for the coming year. These hardworking individuals, Laurie Campbell, Scott Piepho, Chris Jundzilo,
Andy Douglas, and Priscilla Cooper,, led by Hal Closson, took off the
week of February 18 to attend the
National Association of Campus
!
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from all over the country. Featured
were a number of activities ranging from educational sessions to
separate activities for each repre-

sentative.

The convention was made up of
showcases where the representatives were able to see various
activities. Lecturers, who spoke
briefly to give an impression of
their topics, were considered as

potential convocation speakers.
Major movie companies showed
some of their films and a large

number of musicians, dance

Ethiopian rebels groups, and other forms of live
seized a French- - plane carrying entertainment showcased their talfamine relief supplies and took the ents.)
Because there were so many
nine people aboard hostage.
options, S.A.B. did not have to hire
on the spot They just went to see
how good each act was. As Scott
Piepho explained, "We mainly
went to window-sho- p
for future
TK3
reference."
Occasionally the representative s
got out to explore the "Windy
City." but most of their time was1
taken up with the convention. The
trip was a "valuable experience for
new S.AB. members. It. acquaints
the participants with the processes
of Dlanninc student activities and
begins developing leadership and
cooperation skills." wrote Campbell, S.AB. Chairperson. All in all.
the trio proved ti he a success.
Unidentified

Nicaragua's leader, President

Ortega plans to send home 100
Cuban military advisers and to halt
the purchase of new weapons. Secretary of State Shultz may meet
with Ortega today in Uruguay although the administration will continue to seek $14 million in covert
rebels.
aid for the
anti-Sandini-

sta

A. U.S. Grand Jury indicted
Louisiana Governor Edwin Edwards on 51 counts including mail
fraud and racketeering.
Former Defense Secretary Harold Brown told a House panel that a
"Star Wars" defense system could

be deployed soon to defend U.S.
missile silos from attack. Brown
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Only a block away from campus for
a world of difference. Let us pamper
you at affordable prices.

stated that this may interrupt the
arms talks scheduled for later this
month.

South Africa released. Dennis

Goldberg, who spent over 20 years in
prison, after ne renounced violence. Pretoria said 5 others have

accepted the terms. '
Saturday 2 March
President Reagan has announced
that he will not ask Japan to extend
quotas on cars exported to the U.S.
because he believes in "the principle of free and fair, trade, to the
benefit of the world's consumers."
The Army has cut off heroism
bonuses to 102 soldiers decorated in
various wars. The 22 of 465 retired enlisted men who had been
receiving a 10 pension bonus
were not eligible for them. The
Army blamed a paper work error
and has not decided on a repayment plaiu
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London

is one of the most common poster
slogans, especially in subways.
Stansfield recalled an incident concerning a suspicious man who left a
bag in the subway, car where Stansfield was sitting. The man, who
happened to be wearing sunglasses,
put his bag down and then went to
sit alone in the next car. Stansfield

Dajani and Stansfield said that
Northedge, chairman of the Board
they
learned new perspectives.
LSE
at
Relations
International
of
Interna-tinnJuniors Dina Dajani, an
explained that the BriStansfield
was
books,
40
50
or
Relations maior. and Tim and author of
more politically
much
they
are
tish
Stansfield. a history major, studied one of the best professors that
Due to the
Americans.
aware
than
Professor
Wooster's
ever
had.
in London last semester witn tne
politiof
British
polarization
one
strict
even
recommended
Watts had
Institute for European Studies of
Northedge's books for Stans-field- 's cal parties, the "British are politi(lF.St urogram.
Junior Independent Study cally aware of what party they
"Students are at a disadvantage
are," said Stansfield.
if they never leave wooster, saia project.
differently
"Parties are so polarized that
taught
were
Courses
Stansfield
and
Dajani
Stansfield.
they
know the issues" said Dajani
I
more
than
learned
London.
in
"I
also nromoted the idea that "trav
the. average Briton
who
contrasted
Stansfield.
said
here,"
would
eling on your own is much better! ever
to the average American, who, in
semester,
of
beginning
the
At
the
a
than traveling in group."
with a list her view, is typically unaware of
Dajani and Stansfield each en- students were presented
could party platforms. "The British seem
they
which
from
500
books
of
rolled in two courses at the London
addition,
the to care a lot more." said Dajani.
In
to
read.
choose
the
(LSE)
at
Economics
of
School
Noting also that "The British are
lecof
list
presented
the
professor
University of London. Tnese
and
lenient toward violence in tele--,
less
semester
the
topics
for
ture
Ascourses included Strategic
Stuvision,
Stansfield said. I never
books.
specific
pects of International Relations. recommended
on TV except for the
violence
saw
books
to
supposed
select
were
dents
Age.
World Politics in the Nuclear
to
A
Team."
pertinent
were
that
of
interest
and Political Thought. Dajani also hp
has four television chan
torture toDics. Thev were asked
studied Comparative Law while
lec-- J nels, two of which are government
to
the
reading
to
their
relate
Stansfield studied Modern utera
and Stansfield
ture topics througnout me semes regulated. Dajani witnessed
tur
more
thev
evniained
that
to
were
requirea
also
In addition to their three classes, ter. Students
violence on British televisex
than
during
presentations
oral
give
five
or
tutorial,
a
to
do
each student had
sion.
the wmMtpr
a semester paper, which was
Dajani also noted that the British
Teachers, however, ignored all
basis.
on a
carry no guns, and she was
.police
one
naa
course
Eacn
hands.
raised
on
Eu
the
paper
focused
Dajani's
with the honesty of the
impressed
and
discussion
for
designated
class
ropean Detente wnue Mansneia s
teachmedia.
where
only
was
time
the
paper concentrated on the North that
Although only three murders a
to raised hands.
Atlantic Treaty Organization ers would rpsDond
are renortpd in London, the
war
definitely
on
the
were
"Teachers
(NATO) and the Western Alliance.
constantly worried about
a
city
ao
is
"They
Stansfield.
said
Both students claimed that the ball." reading."
bomb threats, "Bomos ... ae Aien
professor of Politic-!- '
f.s lot of
BY PATRICIA BAUERLE

al

admitted that the situation made
him quite nervous. The man did not
return until about four stops later.
Dajani and .Stansfield explained
that they were always aware of this
fear that plagues the British.
"I think everyone should go
abroad," aid Dajani. Stansfield,
however, said that if he were to do
the program again, he would spend
the entire time in the United Kingdom rather than traveling to mainland Europe.
,
Dajani and Stansfield traveledy to
the mainland during the
mid-terbreak and on some weekends. They said that one could
oa;iv on to France for the 'day. It
only took them three and one half
hours by train and boat to arrive in
France and only 35 minutes on the
Hover Speed. One could travel to
Belgium by boarding the Jet Foil, a
of an hour and 40 minutes.
Several times during the semester
the students were a Die to meet wim
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ten-da-
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su-nprvis- pd

one-to-o- ne

,

Boston

Tr.

At MIT, she became part of the
Rv PATRICIA BAUERLE
Junior Liz Moran attended the Program in Science, Technology,
(STS). She enrolled in
Massachussetts Institute of and Society
Technology (MIT) in Boston, last the following four courses:
semester as part ol her inamauaiiy Technological Society and Its
i

designed
Studies."

major, "Technology Critics, Engineering Ethics,
Reading Seminar in Science,

one-to-o- ne

even-tniiivms-

--

one-semes- ter

Vo

their friends who were on different
programs in Europe.
Witkin tho ritv limits of London.
Dajani and Stansfield visited the
w uic
High Gate cemetery ana
graves of Marx, George Elliot, and
tlorhoH finencer. the Father Of
Libertarianism. Dajani also heard
the Queen's speecn, wmcn was
actually written oy me rnme aim
Icter
"There's not too many cities as
lively as London," saia Mansneia.
"T want to live there."
rtaiani nlans to revisit London
this summer for an additional two
months. Beeause her parents are
spending the year in London she
even spent ine tnruimu uimuaja
in TCnffland.

Stansfield advises anyone inter
ested in traveling overseas to taxe
n American Crnress card. In f act.
"DON'T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT
IT!" He explained that American
Express was more acceptable than
VISA.
in the
program or other IES programs should contact Professor
Frank Miller, the College of Wooster representative
for IES programs in the Political Science De
partment.
Anyone interested

IES-Lond-

on
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all heln to COOl the
oils and pale skin. Like a sea oi rjaiauiria
JEFF PRIEST
' and raise the spirits, of
and
foam,
bars
the
hit
thev
white
sunburns
driving
continuous
of
After hours
rn- beaches, rolling over everytninH I the
they arrive by the hordes.
wav.
in
stuaents
screams
lie
their
that
from
college
mordial
students
Thnncandc of
Monotonous is the best word tol m atch the bands' loud music.
from ail over the Eastern United
At)
Drunk, audacious boisterious r r
the scene at the beach.
States flock to Florida during describe
seen and. of course, single, they try to
spring break like migrating oiras. first light students canuybe a.m.
pick up one another. Dancing offers
For the College of Wooster stu- arriving on the beaches, are11
inter
and
stamitowel
bianxets
the best opportunities for this .
beach
much
requires
dent, the trip
locked, forming miles of Patch game. As one male student put it,
na in order to endure the
nn the floor dance
trash cans Drean o
drive, not to mention the countless work. Trees andoccasionally,
only
a few steps away
floor)
only
pattern
it's
wnere
the
tne
grease
pits
of
numbers
white)
room)."
of
sea
my
(motel
the
door
hours
within
from
brave grab a bite to eat
Like many otner couege siuaeau, foam turns to red tide. Students red
is as the Russian flag then mob the) The same continues until the wee
student
nf. Wooster
the rniwe
w
.
At
bars. Each bar has the familiar hours of the morning. The next day
sun
trt
armvA in tne sun.
utiahi
smell of coconut butter.- extracts ofl proceeds like the first except wiu
" PnTlAfinPnflv.
nH fnn
'
avM eta to
uu
' State
and more bar hopping.
troopers and municipal policemen exotic fruit, and frightening fra-- less sunning
college
student nappuy rciers
The
grances.
litter the hignways uie great The atmnsnnere at eacn oi the! to this vicious
circle as "blowing
schools of black ana wnite snares.
pent up from a year at
Tn come Southern towns more bars has that aura of Hawaii, as if off steam'
moment of your entrance school.
traffic citations are given in the at the transnorted
across
time and
:
.
.
month of Marcn man aunng me von're
'
J By the end of spring break the
antira wear Hence, the anxlOUS space, finally arriving at a tropica
sunburned, blistered,
onlleire etndent will DrobablV HOt island naradise. Students line the! students areout.
The drive back to
burned
and
norses
watering
at
escape without at least one tramc bars like
of
the real world is
realities
the
troughs.
it at inn
memories of the
only
by
their
offset
Stinger.
Tahiti
nnce the students arrive at their The drinks
vacation,
Colada
epicurean
bui uia u
.
v
Pina
nnm
Ranffer
sidefinal destinations they line the
ideal?
platonic
the
match
Pineapple
and
walks with their baggage, sun tan Strawberry, Banana

I dpsigned an interdisciplinary Technology, and Humanities and
major because I think most colleges Snecial Tonics in Science.
have polarization between depart Technology, and Society, which con
ments." saia Moran. to uiusiraie sisted mostly of doing researcn.
her argument, she has four advisors
The program brought together
who nave neipea ner witn ner major.
Her advisors include Economic Pro- people from different disciplines
fessor Barbara Burnell, Religion who are all interested in the social
Professor Glenn Bucher, Chemistry effects of technology," said Moran.
Professor Ted Williams, and her "Classes were learning situations
junior I.S. advisor. Philosophy Pro because of the seminar format
(where a lot of valuable dicussion oc- fessor James Haden.
College should allow you to look eured.
The Special Topics class was
at more than one perspective." said
basis where
on a
good
taught
a
Moran who explained that
education snouia consist oi a com- Moran had an opportunity to stuay
bination of disciplines. Through stu- under Harley Shaiken. a researchera
dying at MIT, Moran learned that nH vrarinate advisor. Shaiken.
"liberal arts should tell us not oniy noted authority on the social effects
where we came from, but where we of automation, is tne autnor oi
"Work Transformed." which was
are now."
"I chose Technology Studies as a nnhliched renpntlv
Moran's research, supervised by
major because I want to understand
y
concentrates on wromi
society
Shaiken.
present-daindustrial
the
and the particular consequences we tion. one of her maior areas of in
tprpst. Moran is continuing ner
face living in a techology-dominate- d
research on the transfer line for her
culture," said Moran.
Moran said that Vivian Holliday, inninr Indenendent Study nroiect
The word "automation" was first us
Dean of Faculty, is trying to
the MIT exnprience one ed hv the vice nresident of Ford.
"iormally Inc.. in 1940 to describe the transfer
oi 11k. '"- -.
line This nrocess was installed on a
established programs.
Unrin berime interested in tak major scale for tne nrsi ume in im
ing courses at MIT after reading an at Cleveland Ford's engine Diant.
Moran recommends iwo doom ior
article in the magazine "recnnoioKy
technology:
and Culture.' She wrote to the anyone interested inTechnological
proSmith,
a
s
"The
Ellul
Roe
Jacques
Merritt
author.
fessor of history of technology at Societv" and Frich Fromm'S "The
MIT, and asked him if he could give Sane Society." Moran explained that
her any ideas on now to oesx pursue concerns about increasea automaher proposed major. Smith replied tion are not onlv from an economic
.
with the rpiuested information and view that focuses on unemployment
sent her the syllabi of pertinent MIT but include psycnoiogicai proDiems.
including boredom.
courses.
After enrvpvin? thp urograms and
In addition to taking four courses
offered at selected schools at hit Moran was nirea as ana or
related to her interest of study, she fire assistant bv MIT's Plasma Fu
decided that MIT offered the most sion Center, which is attemping to
comprehensive program. Conse- recreate the sun's energy. Moran
quently, she applied to MIT under a worked is hours a week for the
ALCATOR research group.
status.
.
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Ethics

Economic and Social Justice as
espoused by the recently published
Catholic Bishops' Pastoral letter on
the U.S. economy will be the focus
of a seminar presented by Case
Western Reserve University's Cen
ter for Professional Ethics. The
seminar will be held on Friday,
6
p.m. at the
April 19, from
Halllnan center, 11303 isucua Avenue. The cost will be 15 for students
For an
and $10 for
additional $5 participants can at
tena an optional ainner ana uuor-mdiscussion which will immediately follow the program.
Featured speakers include Bishop James P. Lyke, the Rev. Gerald
Cavanaugh, Professor Hokenstad
and Professor J.B. Silvers. For
more information, or to obtain a
brochure, call the Center for Professional Ethics at
Contact: Robert Clarke or Antho-
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Amnesty International U.S.A.
He.nas not
the
By MART DALY

Pag e t

1885

to nizations and trade unions. Security
violate citizens' basic human rights forees have dumped or buried
with virtual impunity. While con hundreds of bodies at several sites
demning the killings and other in the Emergency' Zone. Fifty
abuses committed by the Shining bodies were found in seven shallow
Path. Amnesty International has graves at one site last summer. At
called upon the government of other sites military authorities
President Belaunde to observe in- have obstructed exhumation or
ternational standards for protection identification of corpses, which ofof individual citizens' fundamental ten bear clear marks of torture and
a single gunshot wound in the head.
human rights.
Students and teachers in the Removal of clothing, severing of
Emergency Zone have suffered fingers, and the mutilation of facial
brutal treatment, in part because features render identification difftive in these provinces, targeting young people have been recruited icult A Peruvian woman
testified
government security personnel and into the guerrilla movement. Evi- that she and her - daughter had
local community leaders for execution- dence compiled by Amnesty Inter- searched for her missing son ."at
-style
killings. Last summer national suggests that military the place where the dead bodies
the government extended
the agents suspect young people, sim- appear. But we have only found the
Emergency Zone to 13 provinces.
ply because of their age, of partici- collar of his shirt, which the maDespite domestic and internation pating in guerrilla activity.
rines used as a blindfold on another
al protest against the "dirty wars"
Victims of government agents person."
waged by government authorities. also include farmers, lawyers, jour- - Numerous victims of "disappear
militarv forces. Peruvian nolice. nalists, and leader of peasant orga ance" were last seen alive at one of
been seen since
abduction. Arguimedes Ascarza, an
student from the Ayacu-ch- o
highlands, also remains among
the "disappeared." Hooded men
dressed in army uniforms abducted
him from his home in July, 1983.
Massive human rights violations
began to occur in Peru in December 1982, when the government of
President Fernando Belaunde Terry placed nine western provinces
under military rule. Shining Path
guerrillas have been especially ac-

Director of Communication
Amnesty International USA
Atrocities committed by Peruvi
an government forces in the coon
irys remote mgmand provinces
' ,ve reached unprecedented levels
in tne country's modern history.
according to a report released by
Amnesty international in January
Hundreds of Peruvians have been
tortured and killed during the last
two years and more than 1,000 have
"disappeared" after government
agents seized them without warrant
from their homes. Many of the
victims are students and teachers.
killed because of their alleged asso
ciation with the Shining Path
armed opposition group.
An army patrol abducted Pedrol
Gomez, a university student, when
he returned from Lima to - his)
parents' rural home 18 months ago

and the civil guard continue

18-year-- old

Internationalist
By ERIC GREENE
Have you ever heard of Bonsai?
This is a technique used in Japan in
which trees are kept miniature in
size. Have you ever tasted Irio?
This is a gourmet dish originating
irom a xenxan tribe (Kikuyu)
maae from corn, green peas, pota
toes, and butter. I had never heard
of these things until I came into
contact with individuals from coun
tries very much different from my

two government detention centers.
The Huanta Stadium, a concrete
structure built in 1974 for sporting
events, serves as a provincial naval

command headquarters. Authorities have denied detaining many of
the prisoners held under the grandstand and in open areas of the
stadium. Los Cabitos Barracks, a
regional army headquarters, re- portedly serves as the Emergency
Zone's main interrogation and detention center. Prisoners released,
from the barracks have testified
that they saw people held there
whom authorities denied detaining.
These testimonies support evidence
that guards in the barracks systematically torture detainees. Norma
Cordero Martraza, a
schoolgirl taken from her home at
midnight last year, is among those
last seen at the barracks.
Continued on Pa ire 11
12-year-- old

type of people were weird, let "s sit
somewhere else." This young lady
- because
she did .notl
even attempt to see what the people were really like.These types of
' c
acts usually lead to stereotypes.
I
r. .
i
ii
its uix--v
A stereotype is a category that
singles out an individual as sharing
certain assumed characteristics on
'
the basis of his or her group. 1i
t
VB'7
believe that sterotyping is wrong
1)
concepts
sterotyped
because:
own.
are bound to be incorrect, either in
Upon arriving here at The Col detail or in total, when they are
lege of Wooster I noticed the div- applied to any .person of the Krone:
erse types of students that are here 2) stereotypes tend to relate to
on the campus. But Ituso noticed superficial traits, therefore any
how they tend to form little conclusions that one draws about a
"cliques" within their "own." This group, from a stereotype, are defiis why I would like to persuade you nitely going to be somewhat naive;
to interact with people of cultures and 3) sterotypes frequently conother than your own. To.do this I'm tain many partial truths and distorgoing1 to first analyze-th- e
reasons tions. "It's almost ' impossible for
why people tend not to internet most people in a busy world of
with different cultures, then reveal activities to weigh every person,
to you its advantages, and ways in minute by minute, in terms of its
which one can take advantage of individual meanings and merits.
the oportunities here on Wooster's Thus persons and also groups are
campus.
typed in snap judgement style,"
It is commonly thought that eth (Emory S. Bogardus, sociologist).
nicity is a phenomenon that belongs America is simply a "melting
to tne dominant culture. By us very pot.'! It is estimated that there are
nature, ethnicity deals with ways of at least eight major types of ethnic
or cultural groups living in the
thinking, feeling, and acting
United States today. By interacting, (CPS)
Colleges in a number of to use the money for the programs, tors will find a way of putting the
the essence of culture.
The problem of ethnic relations wiu one anotner we can learn a lot! states soon may start reaping the the programs won't begin at all, lottery money in the same big pot
with aU other funds."
within the United States is chiefly a about other cultures. We. can learn benefits of organized gambling in a educators fear.
sociological problem because it inlot about our own country, and bigger way than ever before, but Proposition 37. approved by 58
'This is going to create an illu
volves relations between people, we can learn a lot about ourselves. not all educators are convinced percent of those voting last Novem- sion of a higher level of support for
not merely as individuals, but as We can build relations of cross- - campuses will come out winners.
ber, requires that lottery funds education." Flynn says. "It will
members of groups. Such groups cultural understanding and lasting At least, two states
California supplement state funds, not replace divert attention from our needs." .
may be distinguished on the basis friendships. The friends that I have and Iowa
And William Pickens, chief fiscal
are expected to launch them, they point out
of physical or other cbareteristics. made here from other countries I lotteries soon, joining the 17 states
"The governor said eitner you analyst for the higher education
The differences are assigned var- will, cherish for life. We have- - and the District of Columbia al take these programs with lottery commission, warns that using lotious meanings which Influence and earned from one another. One of ready in the lottery business.
funds or you don't get them,"says tery funds to support continuing
pattern interaction in wide areas of my friends, upon arriving here at Until this year, only New Jersey Suzanne Ness of the government expenses such as salaries can back?
the College of Wooster, believed earmarked a portion of its lottery affairs division of the state's higher fire.
human life. . .
"Lottery revenues are subject to
There are several reasons why that all Americans were "superfi- profits for higher education, . and education commission.
the lack of communication and cial." I proved him wrong. A lot of the amount s $102,000 for the "That's caused a large amount of wide swings, particularly after the
initial interest subsides." Pickens .
is not large disgruntlement"
interaction between different cul- tnings i tnought about this country current fiscal year
lenough to have a substantial im
Deukmeuan's proposals confirm notes.
tural groups exist, but two causes proved to be wrong.
"And if they don't come in one
are prominent: prejudices and
the fears of proposition Opponents,
There are 144 foreign students pact
including Ralph Fynn, director of year, the legislature is not likely to
The term prejudice is used from 41 different countries. Sixty That is about to change.
with somewhat differing meanings seven are black American students, The budget presented to the Cali the California Teachers Associa replace them with state funds un
by yarious individuals. Prejudice is and the majority are white Ameri- fornia legislature by Gov. George tion, which represents professors in less they happen to nave a signififrequently taken to mean the pre- can sudents here at The. College of Denkemlian Jan. autn caiis ior the California State University sys- cant amount of money available."
Iowa college officials say they
judgment about an individual or Wooster. There are many opportun- spending $56.7 million in lottery tem.
"Regardless of how the revenue share these concerns, but are not
group without caring to verify the ities for one to interact with cultur- funds for higher education next
is generated, the temptation on the! dissuaded.
opinion or to analyze the merits of al and ethnic groups different from fiscal vear.
And officials from tnree iowa part of the governor and the legis- - "We are very concerned about
the judgment It may be viewed as his or her own. There exist organi
a system of negative conceptions, zations like S.A.B. (Student Activi campuses recently asked lawmak lature is too great not to treat the legislature respecting our 'reg- '
lottery funds just like general reve ular' askings and giving them the
feelings, and . action orientations ties Board). I.S.A (International ers for nearly all the money
greater attention." ui Director ox
generated oy nue." Flynn says. :
regarding the members of a partic- Student Association), B.S.A. (Black some $40 million
ular group. This brings to mind an Student Association), the Cultural the state lottery expected to begin The result Flynn predicts, is that State Relations Frank Stork says. a
lawmakers will use lottery funds to "But legislators have made
incident that occurred one day Events Committee, and many this year.
while I was working the salad bar more.
Some lawmakers, moreover, see offset money higher education commitment to funding only
items with lottery funds.
in Lowry Center. Two young ladies To experience a new culture is to the gambling money as a neat way would otherwise have received
hopeful they win upnoia
we
are
programs.
and
sources.
accept
campus
challenge
state
challenge
revenue
a
from
new
a
other
to
fund
and
just
fixed
had
their salads
Fred Klass. a legislative lobbyist that commitment"
Denkmeiian. for one. recom
were looking for a place to sit One that can result in untold dividends.
University of Iowa, Iowa State
of them found a table with only two Broad, wholesome, and charitable mended using lottery money to set for the state's community colleges,
hoopla, but and Northern Iowa representatives
views of men and things cannot be up new programs that higher edu- adds: "It's a short-tertwo
sitting
'
These
there.
Eople
asked lawmakers last month for
dividuals were from another acquired by vegetating in a little cation officials wanted funded with in the long run it won't make that $40
million . to fund a range of
much difference.
country. The ladies proceeded to sit corner of the earth all one's life" traditional revenue sources.
But if the legislators don't agreee ."One way or the other, legisla Continued on Pact IS
down but one said, "I heard those (Mark Twain in Innocents Abroad).
pre-judg-
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1C

Presents 'Nam

mm.,

China'

and
"From Revolution to Revolution"
" The Vietnam Legacy: What and has won two overseas press con
Have We Learned?,"- sponsored by ference awards.
The Vietnam Symposium will also
the Student Alumni Association and
committee, feature other activities including
the
two panels discussions, a play, and a
will be the theme for April
show.
The symposium will feature slide-tap- e
The first panel, which will be
Robert Pisor, the Detroit WDIV-Tanchor and political reporter, and moderated by Professor Gates dur
Stanley Karnow, the chief cor- ing the lunchtime of April 15 will
respondent for the popular 1983 consist of alumni from The College
documentary PBS series, "Vietnam: of Wooster who will discuss what it
a Television History," in conjunc- was like during the war, life on cam
activities while
tion with his bestselling book,"Viet-nam- : pus, and anti-wAsia,"

BY PATRICIA BAUERLE

"Mao and

-

l3LG

UlYVa;

Alumni-in-Residen- ce
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A History."
Pisor, a 1961 graduate of The College of Wooster and a correspondent
for the Detroit News in Vietnam during 1967 and 1968, will be the guest
speaker for the convocation, "Now I
Lay Me Down To Sleep." Pisor is
also the author of " The End of the
Line." a book about the siege of Khe
Sanh in Vietnam. There will be an
opportunity for students to eat dinner with him and to attend a
book-signi-

they were students.
Following the panel discussion.
show
"Three Veterans," a slide-tap- e
and an informal discussion on clan

fying the stereotypes

At

and

misconceptions about veterans will
be held. The presentation and
discussion

y

m

.

i

i.r,

will be led by Keith

.O.

Later that evening on April 15,
there will be a special preview per
formance of Steve Quandt's original
day. written for his senior indepen
dent Study project. Following the
performance, there will be a discus

sion.
The second panel, which will be
Asia correspondent for "The moderated by Maneese, will be held
Washington Post," the associate in the late afternoon on April 16. This
editor for the "New Republic." a panel, consisting of veterans and
correspondent for public television, family members of veterans, will
and serves on the Board of Advisors concentrate on the current issues
for the University of Kentucky. He is that affect 'veterans and their
the author of the books "Southeast families.
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By DAN ROZMIAREK
A group of students at The
of Wooster now have an offi
For col- cial charter as Tne college oi
WASHINGTON. D.C.
lege students interested in a jour- WoosterWayne County chapter of
nalistic career, the 1985 Institute on ttiP Ohio Youne Democrats.
The charter application was
Political Journalism offers a
on Feb. 23 at the state exe
unique opportunity to explore
Washington journalism first hand. cutive meeting of the Ohio Young
The program will be held for six Democrats in New rniiaqeipnia,
20 at GeorgeOhio. The organization now has 20
weeks, June
town University in Washington, rppictored members and is looking
D.C.
for more interested Democrats at
This is a challenging academic the College and throughout Wayne
and internship program for under County. .
This organization is very imoor
graduates intent on a career in
journalism," said Director Lee Ed tant to the Democratic Party in
Wayne County. There has not been
wards, "it otters a way tor
students to gain experience a local chapter of Young Demoin the media while studying areas crat for rmitc awhile. Many Wayne
often neglected in a typical aca County Democrats are very excited
to see this renewed interest by
demic program.
and in
Besides taking courses at young people at the College County
Georgetown University in Economthe county. The Wayne
ics in Public Policy and in Ethics
and the Media, the 50 undergraduates chosen to participate will in
tern each weekday afternoon in the
Washington offices of major news
media. Outlets will include daily
.

8-J- uly

nign-calib- er

newspapers, wire services, magazines, television or radio stations
and networks.
Once a week, students will attend '
briefings, led by policy experts at such locations as The

CJC.

I

y

Campus
Democrats on
nmiuriHi vprtv
ap-nrnv- ed

they thought of the lower reim
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
Banking leaders are scurrying to bursement rate and they laughed,"
head offan obscure provision of the she adds.
But the bankers worry the cut
Reagan .administration's package
of proposed student financial aid may prove politically attractive.
At isseue is the special allow
cuts that they say threatens to kill
ance" banks receive from the fedthe whole student loan program.
The administration wants to cut eral government to make up for the
the amount of money Washington difference between the low interest
pays banks when they make stu- rates on Guaranteed Student Loans
(currently eight percent) and the
dent loans.
interest rates banks would be able
The loans, of course, carry
rates lower than the bank could to earn loaning the money to the
get if it used the money for stan private sector.
The government computes the
dard commercial loans. To encour
age banks to loan the mone"y to subsidy by adding 3.5 percent to the
y
treasury
students, instead, the government interest rate on
pays the banks the difference be bills, and subtracting the interest
tween regular interest rate and rate the student pays.
The administration wants to restudent loan interest rates.
The administration wants to cut duce it to 1.5 percent on top of the
payments to banks by $150 million interest rate for
treasury
next year. It argues banks can still bills while the student is in college,
make a reasonable profit on stu and three percent thereafter.
Bankers say it would wipe out
dent loans.
Not so. say the bankers.
banks' profits on student loans.
"These loans are not high profit Instead, the bankers want to give,
loans as it is now," says Joe Belew, students eligible for college loans
government relations . director for an open line of credit they could
the Consumer Banks Association tap to meet college expenses.
(CBA).
Students, the government and
"If this reduction goes through, it banks would save the time and
would virtually kill the entire gov expense involved in renewing loans
'
d
student loan each year, they argue.
program," he says.
"The program would not be Under the proposal, students simworkable or attractive for bankers ply would certify each year their
anymore," adds Floyd Stoner of financial situation had not changed
the American Bankers Association. since the previous year.
Although bankers as a rule have
The bankers also are proposing
considerable success defending that students and their colleges
their turf in Congress, banking jointly cash the loan checks.
leaders note this is the first time
they've had to fight the Reagan "That would eliminate the political repercussions of the anecdotal
administration over student loans
One key higher education official stories of students using their loans
agrees the threat to the loan pro to buy cars and the like," says Carl
gram is real, i m sausnea tnis Modecki, the CBA's president
Moreover, the banks want to
should be taken seriously," says
represents
issue
who
loan money In two installFrohlicher,
Jean
state higher education loan agen ments during the academic year,
instead of one lump sum at the
cies.
beginning.
group
what
of
a
bankers
"I asked
90-da-

,

Political
Journalism

Educational Funds Cut

ernment-guarantee-

viv

Maneese, a local veteran and
counselor who is an active leader in
many issues concerning veterans.

ng

session.
Ksmow will speak on "Vietnam
Analogies and American Policy in
Central America" on April 16 at 8:00
p.m. in McGaw Chapel. Karnow is a
syndicated columnist who was a correspondent for "Time" and "Life"
magazines in Paris in 1950. He is the

h'W'ri

is looking for

ward to helping and working with
the Young Democrats.
Tho Ynnnv upmnrriLS on ciniuua
are already planning for the rest of
the semester, xne issue oi nnanciai
aid is going to be a major focus of
thp nw organization. Sneakers and
discussions: sessions 'are being
niannAri for after breaK.
r The Young Democrats on campus
will also be participating in the
ai Wavne County Jackson Day
Dinner, a banquet for local Democrats. Senator John Glenn will be
tha ffnoct iMaker at the dinner and
will formally present tne cnaner toi
The College of WoosterWaynej

I
rvtnnfv Vminff rtAiTincrats.
in-- l
getting
in
Anyone interested
volved with the Young uemocraisi
is encouraged to contact eitner uani

Rozmiarek or lan r nea at cai
2651.

on-si- te

White House and The Washington

Post. An evening dialogue series,
enabling participants to meet and
question leading Washington journalists, is the final facet of this
four-tiere-

d

pfofczlonc!

ih4 a

program. For their

work, students can earn nine academic credits, transferable to their
home institutions.

Scholarships are available for the
Institute on Political Journalism, provided by the sponsoring
organization. The Charles Edison
Memorial Youth Fund. Further information and applications for admission are available by contacting
either Lee Edwards, Institute Director, or Chuck Taylor, Institute
Coordinator, at The Charles Edison
Fund, 1000 16th Street. N.W., Suite
1985

401, Washington, D.C. 20036. Telephone: (202)
Applications must be received by
March 29.
293-509- 2.

264-409-
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Save $2.00 on your next Shampoo, Cot
Dry With Student I.D.
with this ad v

& Blow

Protest
Against Apartheid
""Apartheid. It is - a word heard and

read more and more in recent
months. Demonstrations are occurring to protest it, politicians on
different continents have spoken out
against it, and many people seem
dismayed that such a practice exists in 1985. What is apartheid? It is
policy of racial segregation, disv acrimination, and oppression, practiced by the Union of South Africa.
cannot vote,
Blacks in that ountry
own property, -- slitically organize
or join, unions. They cannot, as I
learned from reading an article in
the Dec. 27, 1984 edition of The
Washington Post, receive the same
medical treatment given to whites.
The events described in the article occurred in the fall of 1984,
when Barry Martin, an American,
-t-

oured

South Africa with an "eclec-

tic dance group directed by Arlene
Philips, the choreographer for the
movie 'Annie.' " Martin had earned
a scholarship with the Alvin Ailey
Dance Center at the age of 14. He
was 23 in the fall of 1983. (The
article is entitled "Apartheid and
the Dancer's Anguish," and is on
page Bl of the Dec. 27, 1984 issue.)
On September 26. 1983. Martin,
who is black, was traveling in an
auto with another dancer, who was
white. The car they were in skidded
off the road, and Martin fractured
n
the fifth and sixth cervical
his neck. Because Martin is

'

verta-braei-

Summer Empl.

-

The Council on International

Ed-

OKOt-YOU

black, he was not given adequate
medical treatment after the accident. Actually, he was denied medical treatment. The white dancer
was taken from the scene of the
accident in an ambulancewhile
Martin was left A black passer-b- y
saw him and transported him to a
nearby, hospital. At that hosptal,
according to the suit Martin filed
against the Republic of South Africa, he was "forced to wait on a
hard bench in the hospital, lobby
and was never admitted to the
hospital and wasnever given any
medical care, attention, diagnosis,
or treatment, solely because he
was black." He was then transported to a hospital 65 miles away.
Sometime between the time of
the accident and the time Martin
was admitted to the second hospital, he became a quadriplegic It is
not only a tragedy that this accident happened, or that it happened
to a dancer, but it is a tragedy

1
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because Martin became quadriplegic as a result of a system of
ignorance and injustice.
I am relating this story as an
example of a disgusting system of
injustice. In the next issue. I'll
examine US Corporations which
have plants located in South Africa.
It is one tragedy when another
country practices a system such as
apartheid, but as our politicians
cry out for "democracy" worldThe NYU Graduate School of
wide, we should dissect our role in Business Administration will offer
a country such as South Africa.
members of minority groups at
least 10 more full scholarships a
Other projects included garden year as a. result of its joining the
work and restoration at a castle in Consortium for Graduate Study in
Management.
Veltrusky, Czechoslovakia:
In the first year of its memberat the Technical Institute at
ship, 1985-8the graduate school
Gdansk, Poland; and rebuilding
will spend its own money to support
seawalls on an island in Germany.
Except for a modest program fee 10 new minority scholarship worth
of 100, there is no cost other than $100,000 and stipends worth $30,000.
the consortium
Starting in 1986-8and even that exthe airfare
pense may be reduced by special will support a total of 20 minority
student and youth fees available scholarships and stipends, for a
total of $250,000 in new scholarship
through any Council Travel office.
Work camps, usually two, three and stipend money. Thereafter, the
or four weeks in duration, are consortium each year will fund 10
additional scholarships and stiavailable in Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, Germany, Poland, pends.
The consortium, based in St
Spain and Canada. A working
Louis; Mo., was founded in 1966 and
knowledge of German is recomhas since made major efforts to
mended for placements in Germany; language requirements apply identify future b'acfc, Hispanic and
American Indian managers and
in France and Spain. Volunteers
need not be students but must be at provide them with an outstanding
(except in Gerleast
many, which accepts
Application deadline is May 11985.

ucational Exchange (CIEE), the
largest student travel organization
in the U.S.. is offering young adults
. the opportunity to work overseas
"this summer as volunteers on service projects aimed at helping local
communities. Free room and board
help to keep participation costs
minimal.
"It met and surpassed all my
exceptions." was the reaction of
one participant in last year's program. Although work camps have
been operating in many parts of the
world for more than 30 years, they
are still a relatively new concept in
the United States. They attract
young people from all over the
world, providing them with the
chance to live and work togetheron
a wide range of projects.
"We had no plumbing or electricity and slept in a barn, but I think
For more information about the
that made us better as a group
because we really had to work program, write or phone: CIEE,
205 East 42nd Street. New
together and help each other,"
or
reported a volunteer who helped York, NY 10017. (212)
convert an oIdbarn into a commu- 312 Sutter Street, San Francisco,
CA 94108 (415)
nity room in Denmark.

,

CAM BE BUCK.
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7,

r
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graduate management education.
The organization is funded by more
than 200 major corporations.
"For some years, the graduate
school has been eager to increase
the number of minority men and
women in its student body," said.
Richard R. West, dean of the
school.' "The consortium, whose
priorities and commitment are well

known in the business and academic communities, will provide us
with access to a national pool of
applicants, thereby enhancing and
our ability to attract qualified minority men and women."
The graduate school's contribution to the consortium will include
10 days of efforts to raise money
for scholarships from corporations
on the East Coast and 12 days of
effort to recruit minority men and
women as candidates for admission
to nine member schools of the

versity, University of Michigan,
University of North Carolina, University of Rochester, University of

Southern California, University of
Texas, University of Wisconsin and
Washington University.
"Because of our strategic location in the heart of one of the
world's leading centers of commerce, we will be playing a major
role in raising scholarship money
and recruiting students," said Michael Wynne, assistant dean for '
admissions and advising. Wynne
and Anita Farrington-Brathwait--

e,

assistant director of admissions

and advising, will represent NYU
as members of the consortium's
board of directors.
Members of minority groups who
want to apply for consortium scholarships, including ones at NYU,
should write to: Consortium for
Graduate Study in Management
101 North Skinner Blvd., Box 1132,
St. Louis, Mo. 63130. Telephone:

consortium.
' The other schools that belong to
the organization are Indiana Uni (314)

SuBPOEUA.
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S. G.A.
The Student Government

Asso-

ciation would cordially like to

thank all the students, administrators, and employees who have
made the Count Basie Night an
overwhelming success! In particular, SGA would individually like to
thank: Jody Smith, Cecil Baugh-maPam Allison, Hal Classon,
Ken Plusquellec, Gary Thompson,
Howard Raber, Doug Hart, Anita
Schrack, Jessica Stenson, Jenny
Ewers, and the chair crew for their
time and effort in making the
Count Basie Night possible.

n,

The Student Government
Association

Student Government Association,
General Assembly, Feb. 18, 7:30

p.m.

A special committee
Discussed
will decide ow the $8,000 allocated
for the Freshman Scholarship fund
will be divided up.

Trustee Committee,

March

Feb. 25,

6.

Judicial Board, Feb. 25, March 6.
Pot Editorship, Feb. 25, March 6.
New People's Directory, Editor-

ship, Feb. 25, March

6.

Campus Council, March

4-- 8,

March 29.,
Faculty Committees, March 1,
March 8.
Sign ups for Fireside Chats, Feb.
25. March 26.
SGA is an organizaiton formed by
the students for the students. If you
have any complaints, concerns, or
ideas, please talk to a SGA repreMarch

25-2-9,

sentative or attend a generalassem-bl- y
meeting. These meetings are
held every Monday, 7:30 p.m. in
the faculty lounge.

Catbit
On February
BUCKWHEAT
24, 1985. Beloved cat of Mary
of Hudson. The sleek, black feline
was discovered under a snowbank
where he had apparently limped
after having been struck by a car.
A friend to all who knew him.
Buckwheat was only 1V4 years old
and the father of three. He will be
remembered. He is survived by
sister Chrissy, a tabby, and benefactor Anthony of Valley View Rd.

MCGAW. CHAPEL-

For the first time, microfiche and
portable microfiche readers can circulate outside of Andrews Library.
The library's microfiche holdings
exceed 150,000 items, and you will
find some of our most valuable
materials in this format, including
backfiles of magazines and many
government publications.

Worship, 10:30 A.M.
Every Sunday
Westminster Presbyterian
Church
"the congregation-inrcsidenc- e
on campus"

SOME EXAMPLES:
You can now borrow several years
of NEWSWEEK or TIME on
microfiche and read them in your
own room over the weekend. In fact,
you can consult back issues of over
200 other magazines we acquire in
this format. They will all circulate
under the new policy.

Government hearings,

-

Minister: Barbara Dua

Extension 2398, the. Church

reports,

and studies from the last several
years can now be used outside the
building when you need them, not
only when the library is open for

House

business.

LENDING POLICY:

Government Publications fiche
will be checked out at the Circulation Desk; other fiche will be cir-

culated from the Audio-VisuDepartment.
Portable readers will be issued oh
a "first come, first served" basis
from the Audio Visual Center. Each
reader comes with its own case and
boasts a very sharp optical system
that features two different lens
magnifications. Although these
machines are easy to use and come
with simple instructions, the Audio-Visustaff will be happy to give
patrons a working demonstration of
the capabilities of the new readers.
Fiche will be loaned for a period of
3 days with no renewal; the overdue
fine will be $.50 a day for each title or
issue; and replacement plus pro
cessing costs will be charged for loss
or abuse.
al

APPRENTICESHIPS IN THE ARTS

al

Most libraries do not provide this
service, but I believe it is worth trying on an experimental basis. After
this semester we will know more
about user demand and the
toughness of our portable readers.

Regrets andor contributions can
be sent to Box 1382, The College of

J

t

Wooster.

mm
J
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Babcock
Dining Hall
Saturdays, 30 PM
In

lam Rm.

110

on

AfercftMenfy

MUSIC DANCE TELEVISION PAINTING FILM THEATRE CRAFTS
THEATRE SCULPTURE PUBLISHING RADIO GRAPHICS MUSIC
GALLERIES PHOTOGRAPHY ARTS ADMINISTRATION MUSEUMS

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT APPRENTICESHIPS,
CREDITS, COSTS, HOUSING AND SPONSORS, CONTACT:
or Professor Joan Krejcar
GLCA, New York Arts Program
308 West 48th

NY. NY
w

Street

(212)582-908-

8

Art Department
The College of Wooster

PM
REPRESENTATIVE WILL SPEAK TO STUDENTS AT 4:00
HALL.
IN THE SEMINAR ROOM OF SEVERENCE
FFRPAURY

CAMPUS
ON

10036

?th

J
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Etiquette

U.N

Sex

Continued from Page 1
ineffectual the United Nations real
ly is. The UN has practically no
authority to make anyone do any
thing, and UN resolutions often end
up being little more than symbolic
pieces of paper. Second, I discovered that Third World countries
have tremendous influence on UN
proceedings. From my own experience, if I needed support or signatures for an amendment or other
proposal, the best and fastest way
to get them was to make an appeal
to a leader of the African Bloc, the
Latin American Bloc, or, sometimes, the Arab Pioc. Simply due to
their numbers, these small coun
tries, when they work together.can
virtually dictate UN policy.

Continued from Page

Bes'des the conference itself,
here was sightseeing at Quincy
market, the waterfront, the aquari
um, the harbor, and the Prudential
Center. The Marriott is located in
Copley Squareclose to numerous
shops and restaurants, and attached to a three-stor- y
mall. There
were parties held by the otherdele-gation- s
as well. We had time for

says.

1

In this case, Florida suspended
Beta Theta Pi for the remainder of
1985, and its "little sister" program
for an indefinite period.
The university also may review all
such programs at the school.
Little sister programs try to in
volve female students in activities of
a fraternity. Most often the females
are not sorority members.
Rut the Fraternitv Executives
Association says "little sister" pro-

grams are "not desirable" because
they distract members from frater
nity goals.
Stevens says tne programs
lead to coercion-o- f female
members who do not do what frater
nity members ask of them.
One UF "little sister" told tfte student newspaper she is treated like a
maid.
Dean of Student Affairs James
Scott is to decide within the week
whether to launch the campus-wid- e
probe of "little sister" groups.

ire-fluen- tly

-

'

Continued from Page 3
for god's sake gentlemen
wash
your feet! We ladies do not want to
revert to the custom of carrying
perfumed linen handkerchiefs with
which to wave infront of our noses
at the onset of unpleasant odors.
Apart from wasting perfume, this
gives us a grandmotherly air most

unbecoming to our progressive
'woman of the eighties' image.
Secondly, when the cartoon comes
on, must you yell so voiciferously?
Couldn't you perhaps say in a
discreet whisper to the person next
to you "I love this cartoon" rather
than
shattering approval
ear-dru-

m

the coyote is once again
smashed by an Acme lead weight to
the glee of that appalling bird, the
road runner? Thirdly, why do you
cheer at the onset of the credits?
Do you know these persons personally? Do you just cheer because
you happen, to like their names?
People with understated names like
Jane Smith or John Doe have as
much right to applause as do those
in possession of exotic appelations
such as Crytal Dawn or Rodney
Van der Weyden. Henrietta's max
im of the week based on her
observations of the Friday night
movie phenomenon is this:
when

.

shopping, browsing, and exploring.
In short, the trip was not all hard B.S.P.
Continued from Page S
work.
It seemed that all the partici- Uie latter and force the denizens oi
pants found the experience stimu- the North to unite with the South to Demurity reigns
lating, exciting, and rewarding. torm a 32 county Irish republic the The meek shall inherit the Earth
Steve Clement commented, "I six counties of Ulster inclusive. But Coarse uncultivated persons
learned a lot and I hope that more when you urge that the North accept Should be strangled at birth.
people will become involved in this its Irishness, already you have sum
program, because it was an invalu- moned a maior problem, for tne Amnestv
from Page 9
able experience."
Northern Irish consider themselves Continued
You can help in the work to end
According to Dave Thompson, British. Is the Northern Ireland
"The model UN in Boston was a dilemma actually a question of iden- human rights abuses in Peru, by
learning experience, not only with- tity? Furthermore, many people joining Amnesty International's
in the process of the procedures, question the legitimacy of the IRA. worldwide campaign. Please write
but-tdirection the resolutions Do .they stand for peace and har a courteous letter to President
expressing your concern
took due to the confrontation be- mony in Ireland, or are tney tne
about the increasing number of
- bogus band of bloodthirsty terrorist
tween the member countries."
rJfarideth Fields said, "Goingi who will plae-- e Britain regardless "disappearnces" and extrajudicial
urging the
from caucusing in the morning to of what Britain does to redress the executions in Peru, and
Neiman-Marcu- s
in the afternoon problems of the present and the government to adopt measures for
halting these practices, and calling
was an experience!"
past?
David Baronov remarked, "When
Finally, wbat role does tne united for full inquiries into cases of
I think back to my inspiring, if not States play in Northern Ireland? "disappearances."
Letters may be sent to: President
spiritually emancipating, weekend Currently, organizations operate in
Belaunde Terry, Presi-dent- e
Fernando.
quote
help
Boston,
in
I cannot
but
the U.S. to raise money for the na
Republica del Peru,
la
de
Karl Marx when he, speaking as tionalist's cause. One such organiza-- ;
to tion is the Irish Northern Aid Com-- , Palacio de Gobierno, 752 Av. Cana-vthe prophet that he
Moreya, Pescaderia, Lima,
his midwife and. said, 'My Goi, mittee (NORAID). NORAID raises
what fun!' I only hope this can roughly 9300,000 each year, though Peru. Salutation is Dear President
s
partially describe the marvelous
.are lost inrougn Belaunde.
You can increase the effect of
incomparable
exultation and
bookkeeping.
deliberately poor
your
letter by . sending a copy to:
that four days of
His Excellency Luis Marchand,
and hostility can
. . The organization pur
of the Republic of
induce. Hope I get back to the top ports that the funds go directly to the Ambassador
Avenue
1700
Peru,
Massachusetts
of the Hub!!"
wives, cnildern, wiaows ana orpnans
Another trip has been scheduled of the Provo's members. However NW, Washington, D.C. 20036. Letto Washington, D.C., over spring Jack Lynch, the former prime ters should be sent no later than
break to the national model organi- minister of the Irish Republic, said. March 31 1985.
zation of African Unity. The confercontribute believe
"If those-who
ence will be held on March 6 at their money goes to support widows
?
Howard University,' and the actual and .orphans, let me make u clear
V
embassy officials will be involved. that it goes to make widows and or'
In addition, the model UN group is phans",
vri
v trying to pot together a model-UImmediately one can sense the
security council here on campus, controversy that surrounds the opwhich will hopefully continue indef- posing sides and the sensitive nexus
initely. More trips next year are of issues. I urge the Wooster comlikely. If anyone is interested in munity to offer your opinions oil the
being involved with the model-Umatter. In the next few issues will
program, the debate club has week- try to disentangle some important
:
ly dinner meetings onThursdays in aspects Of the Irish question.. room 249, Lowry Center, at 5:00.
All are invited to attend.
-
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Continued from Page 9
endowed professorships, equipment
purchases and technology, econom
ic outreacn and research pro;

grams.
The state expects to generate 943
Floodgates
million in lottery funds this year
and lawmakers invited college offi
Continued from Page 1
to submit proposals.
Reinhard says it is "highly un- cials
likely" institutions willmisuse the - We felt we were somewhat oblibroad AASCU definition to lay off gated to apply," Stork says
Each campus would match its
tenured faculty without first explorlottery 'money with its own
ing other ways to cut costs.
efforts, Iowa President
If they do, faculty can still appeal
to the courts for reinstatement, James Freedman told the
"

--

"

NEEDED!!
EDITORS
FOR NEXT YEAR'S VOICE & INDEX

applicants must provide:
letter of application
statement of purpose
of references
list
any Previous experience
MAIL ALL APPLICATIONS TO:
;

TIM FRANCK
WISH ART HALL

fun-draisi- ng

henotes.

DEADLINE; APRIL

1, 1985
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Men's Basketball
finishes out season

THE WOOSTER VOICE

Sports

By SUZANNE SPOOR

Women's Basketball closes
season on high note
By SUZANNE J. SPOOR
Carolina, Greensboro, and
Sunday. February 24th at mid- North
LeMoyne-Owe- n
from Tennessee.
received
Nichols
night, coach Nan
game was devastata phone call that brought forth Friday night's
ing for the Wooster women who lost
shouts of excitement from the to
But Saturday mornRust
call
The
team.
Women's Basketball
LeMoyne (who
game
against
ing's
as an invitation to the Scots to play had lost to N.C.U. on Friday)
in the NCAA. This is a national showed that Wooster really did
championship forwhich only 32
to be in the prestigious
teams are chosen. There are 8 deserve
LeMoyne, the only
regions and the winner of each tournament.
during the 1984-8- 5
to
Rust
team
bat
next
of
the
winner
region plays the
by only 3
Wooster
season
beat
deteruntil a national champion is
Scots left
The
points
in
overtime.
mined. Teams are chosen for the Mississippi feeling satisfied, knowtheir
of
on
basis
the
tournament
ing that they had played their best
record for the season.
good showing.
Wooster played in the. south re- and made a
of the Women's
record
The
final
defending
national
gion against
(before the
team
Basketball
tourchampion. Rust College. The
losses,
nament was held at Rust in Missis- - NCAA) was 21 wins and 61
siDDi on March 1 and 2. Also in that which included 11 wins and loss in
NCAC
division were the University of the NCAC conference. In the
83-3- 3.

and
Wooster beat Oberlin
Unfortunately,
then Kenyon
the women lost to Allegheny in the
finals. This loss left the team feeling, as team member Dawn Crow-nov60-4- 9,

61-4- 9.

er

BY TIM STANSFIELD

"That

it

really

shouldn't have ended that way.
That's why we found out we made
the NCAA, we were ecstatic."
Coach Nichols is justifiably very
proud of her team. She feels that it
was the outstanding work of the
women as a team that brought
them success. Four players, Lisa
Diment, Amy Smith, Barb Davis
and Maribeth Bentler all had scoring averages in the' double figures,
yet each of the 13 players was a
crucial part of getting the team to
the NCAA.

Lacrosse Teams Gear for Season
The men's laerosse team at
Wooster is one that, in the words of
coach Art Marangi, is very
"green" this year due to the loss of
several players to graduation,
transfers and injuries.

s.

tournament on February 22nd,

said.

field, unsettled, loose ball situations
and staying out of the penalty box
must be key words in tne game

"Be competitive, play as a team,
and everything else will take care
of itself." That is what Coach Lu
Wims tells his team, and he feels
they have stuck to that philosophy
very well this year.
With a final record of 14 wins and
11 losses, (6 wins and 6 losses in the
conference) Wooster finished 4th
out of 7 teams. Having beat Deni-so- n
in their last game of the season
on February 18th, Wooster went on
They
to play Denison the play-offlost, but not without giving Denison
a run for their money. Coach Wims
feels the whole team gave 100
during that game, and the entire
season, and. "If. you do that." he
says, "you have nothing to be

ashamed of."
Next year will be Wims'
at Wooster, and even though
the team wil be losting 5 seniors, he
is optimistic. He feels there is a
solid core to the team and the new
recruits look extremely promising.
The seniors that will be leving are
tEirti-seaso-

starters, Scott McCormick, Mike
Sheridan (also highest average
scorer), Alan Wentz, and also

Glenn Keiper, and Bud Yoder. Also

starting were, sophomore Mike

O'Brien and freshman Ed Ratleff.
The 1984-8- 5 season was very satisfying for Coach Wims and the

Scots, and was a definite improvement over last year's record of 10
wins and 16 lossees.

Swim teams end season
By MARY DOUGLAS
3
On February
the women's
21-2-

commented that 99 percent of the

team competed at the men swam their personal bests in
N.C.A.C. Championships at Allege-hen- y what assistant coach Mike Pyle
swim

College. Accomplishing their called a "tremendous effort" by
goal of defeating rival Denison, the team.
they placed third behind the deAfter Nationals the coaches plan
fending Division III National to evaluate the season and set goals
Champion Kenyon, and Allegheny. for next year. Generally, they are
This month the following women extremely satisfied with the accomwill be traveling to Georgia to plishments of both teams. Definite
compete at Nationals: Jen Kellam, changes presently planned include
Mandy Zipf, Amy Russ, Kay a more defined weight program
Schwerzler, Holly Jensen, Carolyn and more stroke mechanics work in
Cunningham, Amy Thayer, and the preseason. Next year they hope
' Sonya Alwyn.
to move the team up in a national
The men's swim team finished ranking.
off their season by placing fourth at
Practices for the 1985-8- 6 season
the N.C.A.C. Championships. While begin on Sepember 15. Anyone innone qualified for nationals, they terested should conact either Coach
accomplished their goal of defeat- Keith Beckett or assistant Coach
.
ing Oberlin. Coach Keith Beckett Mike Pyle.
:

:

1

:

says Marangi.

The team's first game is April
at 3:30 against Ashland.

5

The loss of such fine players as
Rob Toher, Stephen Stern, Tod
After a tremendous season in
Boletat, Tim Ireton and others in
and winning
1984 seemed to foreshadow a bleak 1984 with an
future for men's lacrosse at Woo- the Coach's Association Tourna
ment, the women's lacrosse team is
ster this year.
back and ready for another great
season, according to coach Terry
But with the new leadership of Proedel. Last year's record was
Jim Applegate, John
welcome after previous seaHighfield and Jim DeLange and the indeed
sons which were, shall we say ...
influx of many able and willing not quite par for the course. Proefreshmen, there is still a good del says the program
was
chance of success in the upcoming around and hence, so was theturned
final
season.
outcome.
8-4re-

tri-captai-

All-Americ-

an

p,

.

cord

ns

With sophomore goalie Ray Boiling back in the net and back-u- p
goalie Steve Ramos, the loss of
Kevin Balkan two years
ago has not proven as detrimental
as some bad reared. Last year
Boiling filled the "power gap" left
by Balkan with all the spirit of a
sreat goalie, but now with Ramos
these two could be the
as back-ulink that will enable this team to
mature in the coming season.
With

twelve freshmen on the

team, "green" or "young" don't

seem to reach deep enough in
with the
rirrihin? the team butDancy.
Pat
return of players Pete
Lackey, rhu ioraon, nm Anuer-Af- i
and others mentioned above,
this team's potential appears al
most boundless.
"We'll be on the attack," says
coach Marangi. "Applegate, DeLange, and Highfield can get a lot
done offensively." At this point
Marangi says that these three must
carry the load until new players get
a few games under their belts. Ball
control, capitalization in the broken

This team has a mixed bag of
players from all classes. Veterans
Tnsh Burdick, and Jody Skwiertz
will lead the way as captains of this
years' team. Coach Terry Proedel
says the team has, "a lot of talent
coming back" and the veterans are
ready to do some. damage again
this season. In talking to team
veteran Betty Title, she expressed
her agreement with Proedel that
the team is looking as strong as
ever and this 'season should be
another success. .The return of
players such as Carol Martin, who
defense
made Brine
last year, Aggie Belt. Lydia Williams. Ellen Wright. Kate Daily and many others, the team should
be exceptionally strong. In order to
get prepped for this season the
team will be taking a spring trip to
Virginia to compete with other
:
teams from the region. This will
enable newcomers like Emily Freeman, Amy Johnson, Alison LeVan,
n iiimi
mm
i
n
mm
Lisa Leslie, Meg Karch and Sarah L
Heath to get some "college ball"
The indoor track teams complet ed their season this past weekend in conference competition. In the
experience before the season.
words of coach Craig Penney, "The women did fine, the men did not." The women came in third overall,
Their first home game is April 6
out of seven teams, and the men placed sixth.
at 11:30 a.m. against Kenyon.
all-regio-
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Tennis Season Ready
to Begin

By AMY H. WEISBERGER
The men's and women's tennis
teams have been practicing hard
since winter break and they will
finally get to start match play, as
both teams travel to Florida for

spring break.

The men's team starts their season ranked fourteenth in the nation.
The final team consists of Bob
Savitt, Dave Baka, Gary Peterson,
Dong Hart, John Raker, Jeff Rei-te- r,
Rob Leach, Rodney Duncan,
Franklin Lim and Dave Prus. Bob

Savitt is now ranked eighth in the
nation among division III college
players. The team of Bob Savitt
'

and Gary Peterson is ranked four
teenth in doubles. The men's team
finished second in the OAC last

'

year. Their Florida schedule in- -'
eludes some matches with division
I and

II schools.

Comrpentary
By SCOTT FRANKEL

Sports here at Wooster, while not
The' women's team has been nar- of the caliber of a Nebraska, OSU,
rowed down to the following peo- or Georgetown, are still exciting
ple: Kirsten Patton, Dawn Crow- - and well supported, with one not so
minor exception: women's intercolnover, Joann Turley, Allison legiate athletics. .
Parker, Jenny Keller, Mellisa
This' year alone Wooster women
Forker, Sarah Crawford, Emiko
Furuya and Rainy Lauz. These sent representatives from every
varsity sport to NCAA Division III
tournament play. (By the way,
people have been practicing inknow how the women's
doors, three days a week. In order does anyone tern
did at the NCAC
basketball
to gain a competitive edge for
conference tournament?) Should I
regular season play, the women talk about the, once again, imposwill be olavinK only division I ing women's lacrosse team? My
schools during the Florida trip. All point is that rgardless of the fact
that some small minds perceive
these schools recruit their players them as inconsequential, female
through tennis scholarships. This is athletes and coaches have perthe first year that the women have formed at an equal,, and many
made this sort of trin. There are times higher, level than some of
their male counterparts at Wooster.
nine matches on the women's seaI'm not trying to say that womson schedule which will culminate
en's sports deserve more attention
in the GLCA championships, to be than other sports, but they do
held at Wooster.
deserve, and have earned, our re
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spect as fans and students, may
times over. How many of us travel
to away field hockey or basektball
games? How manv of us so to
home games of any kind?

What is the reason for this apparent disinterest, this lack of information? Do we, as fans, prefer
men to women in athletic competition? I doubt it. Then why does this

glaring discrepency exist?
As long as I have your attention,
One major complaint voiced by
let's talk about bucks. The women's some female athletes concerns the
lacrosse team has stuffed enve- apparent lack of respect accorded
lopes, sold candy, balloons, and run them by a few male coaches. Reconcessions just to- have enough spect that, quite frankly, they have
money to go on a spring trip! Last earned time and time again.
year they went for four days to
Virginia. No two weeks in the
One more thing: how about some
Florida sun for them like men's support from the student
body itbasketball, baseball, golf and ten- self? It doesn't seem too much
to
nis teams. This year the women get ask . considering the women's
conto go for a whole week.
sistent success over recent years.
They win and the fans yawn. Women's sports at Wooster are as
How many of us avid sports fans strong as any in the region and
can put a name to at lest three to deserve the support and encouragefive male basketball, soccer or ment from fans and news coverage
football players? Probably a lot that, up until this point, they have
more of us than could name the not received. Haven't they earned
same number of women athletes. it?
:

-
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Students Petition Apartheid
FACT SHEET ON SOUTH AFRICA
Apartheid: Separation of the Races
"The improvement 01 wording
conditions can never be accepted
as substitutes for liberation. Slavery was and can never be made
acceptable by providing good food
and comfortable slave quarters."

population
Black: 71: Colored (Mixed);
White: 16: Asian:
Resources
reserved for Blacks
Land: 13
(Bantustans. i.e., "homelands"):
87
reserved for Whites.
arid,
Quality of Bantusans
deforested, andbleak.
Education: Free for Whites;
Blacks must pay
Government funds 17L for Whites
for every L for Blacks
Health Care: 1 Doctor400
whites; 1 Doctor44.000 Blacks

9;

3.

!
J

Wages: White workers made, on
the average.5 to 20 times more than
Black workers.
Sources of Power
Voting Rights: Only Whites can
vote

Military:

All-whi-te

Strikes are illegal
22

unemployment among

Blacks
Standard of Living: Whites have
highest standard of living in the
world.

Institutional PoliciesPractices
are restrictHousing:
ed by law to segregated living
area.
HiringJobs: Institutionalized job
Non-Whit- es

Ariane Collotd'escury
PETITION
Nancy Conger
February 1985
Karen Connolly
To be printed in the Voice
We the undersigned condemn the Peter Constantine
South African policy of apartheid Priscilla Cooper
and the policy of United States' Pablo Coramina
support for the South African gov- Coralie Da Costa
ernment. We urge the College of Dave Cotter
Richard Crouse
Wooster community, faculty, students and administration, to seek Barbara Curran
an awareness of the situation and Barbara Daniel
take any action it can to effect a Laura Davis
Petal Joy De Mello
change in this deplorable situation.
Jonathan Deenik
Heather Abt
Rebecca Denelsky
Bob Affeldt
Nicole Dennard
David Albin
Donald Dennis
Pedro Alfonso
Alicia Diaz
Johnny Allen
Crystal Dodd
Tamra Allen
Michael Allen
Jennifer Allison
Kenneth Ambrose
Brad Anderson
Brooks Anderson
Clint Anderson
Heather Anderson
Timothy Austin
Susan Bainbridge

Kathleen Baker
Arvind Balasundaram
David Baranov
Jonathan Barclay
Michael Barnhill
Betsy Barrett
Patricia Bauerle
Salman Bawany
Chris Beachy
Dara Behzadi
.

Cathy Bell
Ann Belt
Matt Bieniek
Becca Bing
Hope Black
Lisa Blackadar
Allen Bliss
Adam Boettiger
M argot Bohan
David Boop

JohnCiemins
Martyn Clark

Steve Clement
Melissa Clements

Cornelius

Farrell

John Fernandez
Pam Snider Ferner
Gary Ferner
Mary Fitzelle
Kathleen Forland
Elise Foxworth .
Emily Freeman
Masako Fujiwara
E.L. Gan
Mark Garrett

al

ful (toward the South African
govt)" ... Because "South Africa is
Reagan
a friendly country."
The College of Wooster's involvement

Malcolm Mead

--

Carrie Megginson
Karen Melech
Greg Mesaros
Salvatore Midolo

Sue Stokes

EmilieStorrs

Candy Sweet

Celeste Milligan '
Mary Ann Montavon
Robert Moore
Liz Moran
Aubrey Munroe

Jacqueline Musacchia
Nancy Neagoy
As of 1982, Wooster's investments Hellison Neezier
in 25 U.S. corporations in South JeffNemetlT
Africa totaled $6,314,617. By provid- Cindy Newcomer
ing South Africa with a sound Cindy Nicely
economic base, the government Nancy Nixon
maintains the power necessary to Karl Henning
continue its poicy pf apartheid.
Joellyn O'Loughlin
Awareness of the problem is Chang Ong
the first step to correcting it
David Orcutt
John D. Orsborn
Carolyn Palm
Hisashi Kasuya
Ken Palmer
Martha Kayn
Lisa Park
W. Mark Keeney
Sanjita Patel
Nancy Kehoe
David Paul
Jenny Keller
John Pavlos
Drew Khalouf
Stephen N. Peacock
Todd Kilpatrick
Scott Piepho
Ned Kirby
Susan Prophater
Gib Kirkham
John Queener
Sherry Klonk
EmanRamli
Kate Koehler
Dan Rice
Theodora Kramer
Sara Rockwell
Thom Kuehls
Megan Rogers
Karen LaCrosse
Cyanne Rollins
Julie Ann Laidseadel
Kurt Rothacker
Athena Lambrinidou
DanRozmiarek
Dawn Larsen
Patty Rudman
Timothy F. Lewis
Chuck Ryan
Deborah Lewis
Philip Sagle
Bill Louth
PalaniSakthivel
Cathy Lovell
Darryl Sanders
Cheryl Lower
Karen Sapio
Martha Lucius
Pat Schmitz
Kathy Luse
Laura Schwartz
Beth Mabel
ToddShepard
Sergio Machado
Karen Shuster
Ressano Machado
Kathryn Shuttlesworth
Beth Mackie
Scotti Siewers
William Marcus
Jennifer Simmons
Gretchen Marks
Heidi Smith
RaviMasih
Amy Smith
Carolyn Matthews
David Smith
Erin May
Amy Smith
William May
Kathleen Smythe
Randy McCleary
Ember Spencer
Janet McCracken
--

JohnSykes
John A. Taylor
Wesley Taylor
Annette Thiesen

David Thompson
Andrew Thorp

Betty Title

William Towhsend

Somdee Viboonvoradej
Myra Vignovic
Iris Wade
Kevin Walsh
Mike Waltman

John Warner
Shari Warner
Suzie Watson

Floyd Watts
Dave Watts
JudyWeiler

Doug McCullough

.

Amy Weisberg
Diane Weisz
Eric Wertx
Jeffrey West
Sean Whalen
Doug White
Cass Whittington
Amy Wierman
Ida Williams
Miatta Wilson

--

Leslie Winter
Frank Yackley
Asim Yar Khan
Bethany Young
Rebecca Young
Holly Zapf

Jean Zullenbach

3APPY

spnir:s

.

Martin McPongaU

.

Cheryl Lynn Trautmann
Jill Tuennerman
PhilUndercuffler
John Van Cott
Jim Van Dyke
Drew Vandecreek
Gilberto Vargas .

Gwen Spker
Steve Stafford

Alan Goldblatt
Cynthia Green
Chris Hale
Charles Hall
Brian Hanson
Alex Harmon
Tim Hartrick
Rev. Dwight Hayes
Warren Hedges
Elizabeth Heffelfinger

John A. Heiman
Kristin Helms

Andrew Hendrickson
Mark Herzberg
Garth Hickle

.

Christine Campbell

Chris Causey
Askrid Cheryoll
J.B. Childs

Tamula Drumm
Barbara Dua
Elizabeth Durham
RuthDurkee
Melanie Eckner
Susi Egli
Ellen Elder
Jori Ellis
Todd Ewers

white-institution-

Robert Geist

Sarah Bushnell
Steve Byars
Diane Cameron
Laurie Campbell
Clare Campbell
Brian Carl
Amy Carter
Andrea Castner

Andy Douglas

deciabove a
sions to hire Blacks at wages below
the poverty datum level
Reagan Administration policy
"We should be trying to be help- -

Richard Stallsmith
Timothy Stanfield
Susie Stevens

Anne Gedwill

Jon Boudreau
Robert Bowe
David Bracken
John Bromell

Scott Brown
David S. Brown
Forest Brown
Lynn Brunner
Joe Buckley
Cynthia Burns

hierarchy

with Blacks only on the frontlines.
Military power supplied by White
Western allies
Unions: Black unions not recognized

levels for Blacks and Whites
Robert McKean
No Black can hold a position Mary McWilliams

KeijiHirano

Wolfgang Hoeschele
Bret Hoff a

Martha Horst

Antoine Hudson

Jonathan Huener
Lissy Humphreys
Phyllis Izant
Catherine Jackson
Al Jacobsen
Franz Jantzen

Diego Jarrin
Michael Johnson

Kristin Johnson

Shawn K. Johnson
Wes Johnston
John R. Jones

will be mostly
It
chance of showers

cloudy and mild today with-and a high reaching 55 to 60.
Tonight promises to be mostly cloudy with a
continued chance of showers and &" low of 35 to 40J
The weekend is now shaping up fairly well with
partly to mostly cloudy skies on Saturday and
a

Sunday. Highs will range from 45 to SO on
Saturday and 54 to 59 on Sunday. Lows both

":

morninas will dir down to 27 to 32- - for those
jniay occur on routes
all nearby s totes

jespecially to the east

and north.
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